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I. INTRODUCTION 
Problems of the type considered in this analysis have, over the years, 
come to be known as moving-boundary problems, free-boundary problems, or 
Stefan-like problems. These involve solution of the unsteady-state diffu­
sion or energy equation in a domain with a free boundary, the motion of 
which is controlled by the diffusion process. Familiar examples include 
the progressive freezing of a liquid; the growth of a gas or vapor bubble 
in a large volume of supersaturated or superheated liquid; the tarnishing 
of metal surfaces; the penetration of a reactant into a spherical ion ex­
change particle or of a régénérant into a cylindrical viscose fiber; dif­
fusion with a rapid chemical reaction; solute redistribution during solidi­
fication; and evaporation or condensation problems. These are all variants 
of a single mathematical problem. The essential feature of this problem is 
the existence of a moving boundary (usually as a result of chanjc of phase) 
the location of which is unknovna a priori and is in itself dependent upon 
the amount of diffusant which has been brought up to it in the past. 
The attempt to calculate the motion of a moving-boundary in a diffusion-
controlled process dates back at least to l840 and the work of Neumann as 
cited in Frank (l4, p. 220) and in Weber (4?, p, 117). Neumann considered 
the freezing of a semi-infinite body of liquid initially at a uniform temp­
erature above fusion with the surface subsequently maintained at some con­
stant temperature below the freezing point. Later, in I891, Stefan (46), in 
studying the thickness of polar ice, simplified Neumann's solution to the 
case in which the liquid is initially uniformly at the fusion temperature. 
Since that time, this problem has held a fascination for workers both in 
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mathematics and the various engineering disciplines. 
A number of specialized monographs have been written dealing, wholly 
or in part, with particular aspects of the subject. Notable among these is 
the monograph provided by Bankoff (2) in 1$64, where the principal contribu­
tions which have been made in recent years were reviewed. 
Among the more recent contributions in the mathematics literature the 
work of Kolodner (26) in 195o seems to be the most significant. Using 
Green's function for the heat equation and the heat potential of a single 
or double layer, Kolodner constructed solutions to various moving-boundary 
problems in the form of non-linear integro-differential equations, which 
must be solved by numerical means. Due to the extreme complexity of the 
numerical solutions of these equations direct numerical attack on the 
governing equations and boundary conditions may be preferred. Questions of 
existence and uniqueness of solutions of parabolic partial differential 
equations subject to free boundary conditions have been answered in recent 
years by the controbutions of Evans (13); Freidman (15,16,17), Kyner (27,28), 
Miranker (32), Miranker and Keller (33), Rubinstein (38,39,40), Sestini (42, 
43), and others, principally by application of fixed-point theorems and 
Green's function techniques. 
In the engineering literature, work has proceeded along somewhat dif­
ferent lines, with either una-vrareness or a disregard of the mathematical 
literature. Perhaps the most significant papers have been those of Arnold 
(1) in 1944, Danckwerts (11) in 195O, and Scriven (4l) in 1959* Of these, 
the work of Danclwerts seems to be regarded as the most general, but even it 
is restricted to one-dimensional diffusion with a moving plane interface 
separating two semi-infinite phases. 
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Engineers have normally encountered problems of the moving-boundary 
type (and with surprising frequency) during the course of some larger over­
all problem, and are thus often forced to consider the matter as a trouble­
some detail. If it does not happen to be of a type considered in one of the 
above-mentioned papers, the usual tendency has been to try to avoid the 
problem by making appropriate assumptions and approximations, or by devis­
ing alternate mathematical models in which the basic problem need not be 
faced. An approximation which is frequently made consists of neglecting the 
boundary motion, in computing the diffusive flux, and hence may be termed 
the quasi-stationary assumption. This simplified approach, known as the 
quasi-steady-state approximation has long been used by many workers. 
Special examples are profuse in engineering texts ap.d literature, and in­
clude such classical treatments as that of Langmuir (29) for the evapora­
tion of spheres and of London and Seban (30) for the freezing problem. 
Kirkaldy (25) points out that the operation of discarding the boundary 
motion to conipute the diffusive flux and then using the latter to calculate 
the boundary motion is mathematically untenable, while Longwell (3I) re­
marks that large errors may be introduced by the quasi-steady-state 
assumptions. 
The present author encountered a problem of the moving-boundary type 
early in a study of the rate of oxygen uptake by haemoglobin solutions and 
red cell suspensions. As a result, the emphasis of the present work was 
shifted to the general solution of moving-boundary problems. It is believed 
that the procedures discussed in this analysis may find application in many 
diverse fields. Carslaw and Jaeger (3), after describing the current state 
of the problem (1959and commenting: "Application of these results are of 
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great practical importance", go on to describe uses of solutions in geophys­
ics, metallurgy, and geology, Hlinlca and Pasclild.s (22) note: 
"The importance of the problem of ingot solidification cannot be overstated. 
Both quality of the ingot and economy of production involve questions of 
freezing." Longifell (31) sees applications in the manufacture of ice, the 
preparation of cast explosive loadings in ordnance plants, and the proces­
sing of frozen foods. Penman (36) indicates applications in agricultural 
engineering, and Pekeris and Slichter (35) in mining engineering. Hermans 
(19) notes the connection of the problem with the swelling and shrinking of 
polymers. Applications in problems concerned with diffusion in biological 
systems come to mind (21,37), and evidently a complete list of possible 
applications of solutions to the moving-boundary problems would be a long 
one. 
The analysis begins mth a derivation of the fundamental differential 
equations and boundary conditions describing the transport processes in 
moving-boundary problems. These equations are derived in such a manner that 
there should be no confusion regarding what is being taken into account in 
the analysis, and such that the analysis may be extended without much dif­
ficulty to cover cases which have not been dealt with in detail in this 
work. Unfort'onately, several works on moving-boundary problems have been in 
error from the start because of incorrect formulation. It is hoped that the 
inclusion of this early material will make possible the avoidance of such 
difficulties, 
A general method of solving moving-boundary problems in finite regions 
with general boundary conditions is presented. The method is based on the 
well known finite integral-transform technique which dates back to 193o in 
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its first application to the heat equation by Doetsch (12), and from that 
time has been utilized constantly by many researchers. Using the integral-
transform technique solutions are readily obtained "which can yield numerical 
results with reasonable effort and with any degree of accuracy. The present 
approach is considered simple and readily applicable to problems in cylind­
rical and spherical coordinates and to cases with variable boundary condi­
tions. Furthermore, it may be extended to treat problems in semi-infinite 
regions. 
The method of solution developed is applied to the solution of repre­
sentative practical cases of heat and mass transfer with a moving boundary. 
In particular the method is applied to the solution of the freezing problem 
in various goemetries which are of significance in applications, i.e., 
plane, cylindrical, and spherical boundaries subject to various classes of 
boundary conditions. Finally the method is used to analyze the diffusion-
controlled penetration of a reactant into a spherical ion exchange particle. 
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II. TRANSPORT EQUATIONS FOR MOVING-BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 
A. The Differential Equations 
Consider two media separated at any time t by an interface S(t) 
whose position in space is an imknown function of time. The two media are 
bounded in space by the two surfaces and S_^  whose equations relative 
to a conveniently chosen three dimensional coordinate system have the form 
S_(r) = 0, Sj_(r) = 0 . Medium I occupies the region bounded by the sur­
faces and S(t), medium II occupies the region bounded by s(t) and 
S_^  . The interfaces S_ and S_^  being fixed in space mil be called the 
fixed interfaces. The interface S(t) whose position is a function of 
time will be called the "moving interface," The name "freeboundary" for 
S(t) has also appeared in the literature. Present in both media is a dif­
fusant (matter or heat); diffusional processes cause transport of the dif­
fusant relative to the spatial coordinate r , and transfer from one medium 
to the other, 'The two media are assumed to be stagnant in the sense that 
they are free from convection currents, but which may be in relative bodily 
motion along the normal to the surface S(t), Assuming, constant thermal 
properties, constant mass densities, constant diffusivities; and no distri­
buted sources of energy or mass, the transport equations for each medium 
take the form 
V .  V  =  0  ( 2 . 1 )  
 ^= - — 7p + vy^  V (2 .2)  
JJC p 
(2 .3 )  
7 
Dpû 
Most physical problems involve some sort of special geometric feature. 
Linear, cylindrical, and spherical goemetries are typical examples. In 
these instances, the moving boimdary is described goemetrically as a plane, 
cylindrical, or spherical moving boundary and the problem may be described 
by only two variables: time and a single position variable. Under these 
conditions, the transport equations 2.1 through 2.4 reduce to the following 
|j (r"'\) = 0 (3.5) 
5^ ) - ; i (2.6) 
i -r i  ^ I? #) (^ -8) 
where r is a general position variable and n takes on the values 1,2,3 
corresponding to linear, cylindrical, and spherical geometries respectively. 
The equations for the fixed interfaces and the moving interface 
S = S(t) take respectively the following simple forms 
r = r^  , r = r^ j , r = S(t) (2.9) 
where r^  and are known fixed values and S(t) is an unknown function 
of time. 
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B. The Initial Conditions 
The initial temperature and concentration fields in each medium are 
specified functions of position and can be generally expressed by the 
following equations 
T (r,0) = g(r) (2.10) 
p^ (r,0) = h(r) (2.11) 
The initial position of the moving interface; that is, S(0) is also 
specified. 
C. The Boundary Conditions 
1. Boundary conditions at the fixed interfaces 
The boundary conditions at the fixed interfaces and may be 
represented in terms of the Dirichlet, Neumann, or mixed Dirichlet-Weumann 
type. These correspond to the field f (f represents the temperature or 
concentration in either phase), gradient of f , or some linear combination 
of the two, taking some prescribed values on the surface. These boundary 
conditions can be represented by the following equations: 
a. Dirichlet boundary condition (boundary condition of the first kind) 
The field is prescribed along the boundary surface and for the general case 
it is a function, of both time and position; i.e., 
f = G(r ,t) . (2.12) 
b. Neumann boundary condition (boundary condition of the second kind) 
The gradient of the field is prescribed at the boimdeTy surface and it may be 
9 
a function of time and position; i.e., 
i = GCfg't) • (2.13) 
c. Mixed Dirichlet-Keumann boundary condition (boundary condition of 
the third kind) A linear combination of the field and its gradient is 
prescribed along the boundary surface; i.e., 
II + H(r^ ,t) . f = G(r^ ,t) {2.1k) 
For the velocity v^  at the fixed interfaces and we have zae 
boundary condition 
Yrtrg/t) = 0 . (2.15) 
2. Boundary conditions at the moving boundary 
The function f satisfies two boundary conditions at the moving 
boundary. The first of these is a Dirichlet type boundary condition which 
can be expressed as 
f [s ( t ) , t ]  = g( t )  (2 .16)  
where g(t) is a function of time determined by the physical conditions of 
the problem. Occasionally this may be written as g[s(t)] to emphasize 
that g is a functional, which is to say that it is a function of the un­
known function S(t). The second boundary condition on f at the moving 
boijndary accounts for interface transport. Thus, since the diffusant is 
conserved at the moving interface it follows that the quantity of the diffu­
sant disappearing from medium I is equal to the quantity appearing in medium 
II. So that, a mass balance for component A at the moving interface gives 
10 
ôw . ôw 
PA t-S) - ^ ATPT S = Pa rrK TT'S) " KrrP'  ^r,I Ari ôr - ^ A,II^  r,II AII^ II ôr (2.17) 
and an energy balance at the moving boundary gives 
ÔT . ÔT 
8r" " *^ 11^ 11^ ,^11"^  ^" ^ 11 "Ir" 
(2.18) 
where S = and all qunatities in these two equations are evaluated 
at r = S(t). Finally, a total material balance at the moving boundary gives 
r=S(t) r=S(t) 
(2.19) 
In a large class of moving-boundary problems one of the media might 
have a zero bulk velocity. Certainly this condition is met if either phase 
is in the solid state. In this instance equation 2.18 becomes 
Pl(0 - = Pilfer,II-G) (2.20) 
r=S(t) 
where the velocity, say in I, is zero. It follows from equation 2.20 that 
r,II 
= s S (2.21) 
where 
G = 
r=S(t) 
I^I" ^ 1 
PlI 
(2 .22)  
Integration of the equation of continuity (2.5) for medium II gives 
11 
(2.23) 
where £(t) represents some function of time. ï>raluating equation 2.23 for 
r = S(t), in view of equation 2.21, one has 
Equation 2.23 may then be written 
q n-1 . 
Vp = e (2^ s (2.25) 
for the phase with non-zero velocity. 
Equation 2.25 shows that the velocity is independent of position in the 
one-dimensional case. Since the coordinate system may be translated without 
disturbing the nature of the problem in this case, any phase desired may be 
made to have v^  = 0 simply by attaching the coordinate frame to that phase. 
This technique is actually the basis of the specialized method of Danckwerts 
(ll). It is clear that this carmot be done in symmetric two and three-
dimensional problems. However, the phase which includes the origin of the 
coordinate system in the symmetrical two and three-dimensional j^ oblems . 
must have v^  = 0 . In short, the "inner" phase is obliged to have a zero 
bulk radial velocity, since a singularity in this velocity at the origin is 
unacceptable on physical grounds. 
In certain cases, the convective velocity in equation 2.25 may be 
neglected with good approximation. In the casting of metals, for example, 
it may be reasonable to neglect the difference in phase densities across 
the moving boundary. Under these conditions, the equation of continuity 
Z{t) = e S . (2.24) 
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and the equation of motion drop out altogether, and the convective terms in 
the diffusion equation and the energy equation vanish. Thus, the transport 
equations 2.5 through 2.8 reduce to 
L (2.26)  ôt A Br  ^ Br 
If = a |j (r"-l |î) (2.2T) 
and the boundary conditions at the moving boundary, equations 2.17 and 2.18 
become 
 ^  ^ (2.28) 
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III. SOLUTION OF MOVING-BOUNDARY PROBLEMS BY INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS 
A. The Integral Transform Technique (General Considerations) 
Before examining a general treatment of the solutions of moving-
houndary problems with the integral-transform technique, we present the 
following example involving fixed boundaries in order to illustrate the 
"basic concepts associated with the integral-transform technique. 
Consider a stationary, homogeneous, isotropic region "V and let its 
bounding surface be composed of continuous coordinate surfaces s^ ,i=l,2, 
... , s in a conveniently chosen three-dimensional coordinate system. 
The problem is to find u(r,t) satisfying the partial differential equation 
V2u(?,t) + I Q(?,t) = i in V, t > 0 (3.1a) 
with the general boundary conditions 
ôu(r^ . ,t) 
i^^ '^ i"^  -"ônT + Bj^ (r^ )u(rj^ ,t)= fj^ (rj^ ,t) on s^ , t > 0 (3.1b) 
and the initial condition 
u(r,t) = F(r) in V , t = 0 . (3.1c) 
As a first step to solving the system 3.1, we consider the following 
auxiliary homogeneous eigenvalue problem for the space variable <p(r) , in 
the same region V , subject to homogeneous boundary conditions. 
V^ (r) + X^ (r) =0 in V , (3.2a) 
14 
ô(p(r ) 
= 0 on Sj, . (3.2b) 
System 3. 2 has nontrivial solutions only for certain values of X , 
called eigenvalues, and the corresponding nontrivial solutions 
= <^ (r) are called eigenfunctions. With (^ (r) as kernel, a three-
dimensional finite integral transform of u(r,t) is defined as 
= j" (p(X^ ,r) u(r,t)dV . (3.3) 
It follows, from the well-known theorems of completeness and orthogonality 
of the eigenfunctions (^ (r) satisfying 3.2, that u(r,t) can "be expanded 
into a triple infinite series as 
CO 
u(r,t) = j2^ C(X^ ) <p(\^ ,r) u(X^ ,t) (3.4) 
where 
1/C(V) = N(\) = . (3.5) 
Equation 3.4 is sometimes ceuLled the inversion formula for 3.3. 
Taking the integral transform of the differential equation 3.1a by 
applying the integral transform 3.3 one gets 
.r^ <p(V^ ) • V^ (?,t)dV + I J^ <p(>^ ,f) . Q(r,t)dV 
= s ® (3.6) 
which is written in the form 
15 
, - dû(X ,t) 
. V^ (î,t)dv + J q{x^,t) = - —5J— . (3.7) 
The first integral on the left-hand side of 3.7 is the integral transform 
of V^ (r,t) . This integral can be evaluated by making use of Green's 
theorem, which may be written in the form 
s ô(p 
+ iîi.r^  K-ài""(3-8) 
where cp^  = (p(}i.^ ,r) , and the summation is taken over all continuous bound­
ing surfaces, i=l,2,...,s , of the finite region under consideration. The 
tems on the right-hand side of 3.8 are evaluated as follows. The first 
term is obtained by multiplying the auxiliary differential equation 3.2a by 
u and integrating over the region V . 
V%dV = - dV = - . (3.9) 
The second term on the right-hand side of 3.8 is evaluated by making use of 
the boundary conditions 3.1b and 3.2b. One obtains 
% % - " ° A.(î.)^  • fi(r.,t) . (3.10) 
Substituting 3.9 and 3.10 into 3.8 one gets 
:(\,t) * ,r • i^('i't)dSi • (3.11) 
S^  l' 
It is to be noted that if = 0, [<)5j^ /A^ (r^ )] is to be replaced with 
16 
[-l/B^ (r^ )] • in 3.11. The validity of this replacement is 
apparent from the boundary condition 3.2b of the auxiliary system. 
Introducing 3.11 into 3.7 one obtains the following ordinary, first 
order, linear differential equation 
du(X ,t) s (p(X ,r.) 
dt + = ^  "(V*) = k + "iSl I A.(r.) • . 
^ ^ (3.12) 
The solution to 3.12 subject to 3.1c transformed by 3.3 is 
t ,T) S (p(X ,r. ) 
= atp(-ax|t)ff(y + a ,f exp(a»^T)[ g— + J ^. (r . )  
o s. 1' 
• f^(?^,T)dS^]dT} . (3.13) 
Thus, 3.^  used in conjunction with 3.5 and 3.13 gives the solution to the 
problem. 
B. One-Dimensional Moving-Boundary Problems 
(Solution with Integral Transform) 
1. Problems with a plane moving boundary 
In this section we consider the application of the integral-transform 
technique to the solution of plane moving-boundary problems in finite regions. 
One-region and two-region problems, with generalized boundary conditions, 
are considered. Applications to other types of one-dimensional problems 
differ only in detail. 
The problem is to find X(t), u(x,t) satisfying 
1 âu 
^^ 2 in 0 < X < X(t) , t > 0 (3.lAa) 
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X = 0/ t > 0 (3.14b) 
X = X(t), t > 0 (3.14c) 
X = x(t), t > 0 (3.ika) 
0 < X < X(0), t = 0 . (3.l4e) 
For any fixed t , let <p(X ,x;X(t)) be the eigenfunctions and 
the eigenvalues of the folloid.ng auxiliary homogeneous eigenvalue problem 
for the variable cp , in the finite region 0 < x < X(t) , subject to 
homogeneous boundary conditions. 
+X^<p = 0 in 0 < X < X(t) (3.15a) 
ôx^  
lc:^+h(p=0 atx=0 (3.15b) 
= 0 at X = x(t) : (3.15c) 
The notation o = ç(X ;X;X(t)) is introduced to emphasize the dependence of 
the function cp on the end point X(t) of the domain of definition of o . 
As X(t) is differentiable with respect to t , (p -will likewise be differ-
entiable in t . 
With (p(x^ )x;x(t) ) as kernel, a finite integral transform of u(x,t) 
:-n.th respect to the space variable x , in the range 0 < x < X(t) , is 
defined as 
X(t) 
û(A%,t;X(t)) = I <p(X^ ,x;X(t)) u(x,t)dx . (3.l6) 
k + h u = f^  (t) at 
ÔX V ' 
u . fjCt) aô 
8x dt at 
u = F(x) in 
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It follows from the orthogonality and completeness of the eigenfunctions 
(p^  satisfying 3.15; that the transformation 3.I6 has the inverse 
transformation 
00 
u(x,t) = <p(\^ ,x;X(t)) û(A^ ,t;X(t)) (3.17) 
in the range 0 < x < X(t) , where 
C(\n;X(t)) = 1/ [ ' 'p2(\Q^,x;X(t))dx . 
X(t) 
(3.18) 
Taking the integral transform of the differential equation 3.14a by applying 
the integral 3.I6 one obtains 
f dx = 1 dx . (3.19) 
0 ôx^  o 
The term on the left-hand side of 3-19 is evaluated by making use of 
Green's theorem (or immediately obtained from the general relation 3.11 de­
rived in the previous section). The result is 
a('O) 
! (p(\ ,x;X(t)) à!Hi2£zîl dx = - ,t;X(t)) 
n ™ :av2 mm 
- [• 
<p(\.,x;x(t)) 
X-0 
• ^^(t) + 
B(p(X. ,x;X(t)) 
m 
ÔX 
(3.20) 
=X(t) 
It is to be noted that if k = 0, 
<p(\^,x;x(t)) 
0<p(>^ ;X;X(t)) 
h Sx 
is to be replaced with 
x=o 
in 3.20, and all results will be applicable for this 
x=o 
case also. The validity of this replacement is apparent from the boundary 
condition 3.15b of the auxiliary eigenvalue problem. 
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The term on the right-hand side of 3-19 is evaluated by making use of 
Leibnitz's rule in the following equation 
X(t) 
dt f <P(\n^ x;X(t))u(x,t) dx = J 
X(t) ô(p(A^ ,x;X(t)) 
at 
u(x,t) dx 
x(t) J (p(\^ ,x;X(t)) dx + [<p()^ ,x;X(t))u(x,t)] 
x=X(t) 
(3.21) 
dX(t) 
dt 
Rearranging 3.21 while making use of 3.l6 and 3.17 and boundary conditions 
3.1^ c and 3.15c one obtains 
dt 
X(t) a(p(\_;X;X(t)) a, 
!  ^ r^^ C(\^ ;X(t))(p(\^ ,x;X(t))u(X^ ,t;X(t))dx (3.22) 
Introducing 3.20 and 3.22 into 3.19 one obtains the following ordinary, first 
order, nonlinear differential equation for u(X^ ,t;X(t)) , 
du(X ,t;X(t)) 
m 
dt = - aX^  û(?^ ,t;X(t)) - a[-
.<p(\i,x;x(t)) 
fi(t) 
x=o 
ô(p(X^ ,x;X(t)) 
ÔX 
x=X(t) 
fpft)] + f 
X(t) a(p()^,x;X(t)) 
at 
.^Z^ c(\. ;x(t))(p(x^ . ,x;X(t))û(X^ . ,t;X(t))dx . (3.23a) 
Substituting 3.17 in the boundary condition 3.1^ d. one obtains the following 
ordinary differential equation for X(t) , 
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S<p(X^ ,x;X(t)) 
_ 
x=X(t) 
u(\,,t;X(t)) . (3.23b) 
Equations 3.23a and 3.23b form a system of ordinary differential equa­
tions for the unknown functions û(\^ ,t;X(t)) and X(t) . The initial 
conditions are given by 
X(0) 
û(X^ ,t;X(t)) = J (p(\^ ,x;X(0)) • F(x)dx 
t=o 0 
(3.23c) 
X(t) = x(o) . (3.23d) 
t=o 
Thus, the solution to the system 3.23 used in conjunction with 3.17 gives 
the solution to the problem. 
In problems 1 through 6 in Appendix A, the final form of these equa­
tions is listed for various classes of boundary conditions. 
Next we consider the application of the integral-transform technique 
to the solution of a two-region moving-boundary problem. 
The problem is to find X(t) , u^ (x,t) , UgCx/t) satisfying 
at 
a, 
2 axz = at 
âir + hi"ï = fi(t) 
in 0 < X < X(t) , t > 0 (3.24a) 
in X(t) < X < a , t > 0 (3.24b) 
at X = 0, t > 0 (3.24c) 
U^ (x(t),t) = u^ (x(t);t) = u^  at X = x(t), t > 0 (3.24d) 
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^^"^2 03^ = -^^ X = X(t) , t > 0 (3.24e) 
ôu 
^  = 0  a t x  =  a , t > 0  ( 3 . 2 4 f )  
•u^(x,0) = F^(x) in 0 <x <X(0) , t = 0 (3.24g) 
u (x,0) = Fgfx) in X(0) < x < a , t = 0 (3.24h) 
Let (p^(\^,x;X(t) ) be the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of 
the following auxiliary homogeneous eigenvalue problem for the variable <p^, 
in the finite region 0 < x < X(t) . 
+ = 0 in 0 < X < X(t) (3. 25a) 
bx^  
hp 
\ ôF" ° at X = 0 (3.25b) 
= 0 at X = X{±) . (3.25c) 
Similarly, let <p2(Pj^,x;X(t)) be the eigenfunction and the eigen­
values of the folio-wing auxiliary homogeneous eigenvalue problem for the 
variai le <p^ , in the finite region X(t) < x < a . 
+ =0 in X(t) < X < a (3.26a) 
ôx^  
(pg = 0 at X = X(t) (3 .26b)  
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With </:^(}i^,x;X(t)) and (^^(p^^xjXCt)) as kernels, finite integral 
transforms of 'u^(x,t) and u^fx/t), with respect to the space variable 
X are defined as 
X(t) 
\(X^,t;X(t)) = _f v^(A^,x;X(t)) u^(x,t)dx (3.27) 
0 
a 
ûg(p^ ,t;x(t)) = / (pg(p^ ,x;x(t)) ug(x,t)dx . (3.28) 
x(t)  
The inversion formulae for 3.27 and 3.28 are given by 
CO 
Til(x,t) = j^Z^C^(x^;X(t))(p^(?^,x;X(t))û^(Xj^,t;X(t)) , 0 < x < X(t) (3.29) 
CO 
UgCx/t) = j^2^C2(Pjj^;X(t))(p2(p^,x;X(t))Û2(Pjj^,t;X(t)) , X(t) < x < a (2.30) 
where 
and 
X(t) 
C3_(yx(t) = 1/J </^(^,x;X(t))dx (3.31) 
C2(p^;X(t))=l/j' <^(p^,x;X(t))dx . (3.32) 
x(t  )  
Taking the integral transform of the differential equations 3.26a and 
3.26b by applying the integrals 3.29 and 3.3O respectively, and proceeding 
in the same manner as described in the previous case, one obtains the 
following ordinary, first order, nonlinear differential equations for 
oiX(t) )  .  
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(p. 
-2 - r-dJ 
— = " v 
Ijn 
x=o 
.  f^( t )  + 
0<p. Id  
ôx x=X 
X ô(a 00 
(3.33a) 
,2 - 2^m 
"dT = " "2 — 
x=X  ^'l at iel^ 2i^ 2i^ 2i'^  X 
(3.33b) 
where ^ ^2m ^ ^ <Pi(\;::;X(t)), 
(PGM - ' ^LI = C^^X.;X(t)) ,  CG. = CgCp.sXCt)) ,  AND X S x(t)  .  
STjbstituting 3.29 and 3.30 in the boundary condition 3.24e, one obtains 
the following ordinary differential equation for x(t) . 
dx(t)  \  r y r  
dt "A '-i^rii ÔX x=X • \ i j -
*2i 
— r z p 
A 4=1^2I ÔX x=X 
ûg.]. (3.33c) 
Equation 3.33a, 3.33b, and 3.33c form a system of ordinary differential 
equations for the unknown functions , u^^ , and X . The initial con­
ditions are given by 
t=o 
X(0) 
= I ViW'^ 
0 
(3.33d) 
u, 2m 
t=0 x(0) 
(3.33e) 
X I  =  x(0)  .  
1 t=o 
(3.33f) 
Thus, the solution to the system 3.33 used in conjunction with 3.29 and 3.30 
gives the solution to the problem. 
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In problems 7 through 9 in Appendix A, the final form of these equa­
tions is listed for various classes of boundary conditions. 
2. Problems mth a cylindrical moving boundary 
In this section we consider the application of the integral-transform 
technique to the solution of a moving-boundary problem -with a cylindrical 
moving boundary. A one-region problem is considered. Two-region problems 
can be treated in the same manner as that described in the previous section. 
Applications to other types of problems differ only in detail. 
The problem is to find R(t), u(r,t) satisfying 
7 fj) = R(t) < r < r^ , t > 0 (3.34a) 
br 
k 1^ + hu = f^(t) at r = r^ , t > 0 (3.34b) 
u = f2(t) at r = R(t) , t > 0 (3.34c) 
at r = R(t) , t > 0 (3.34d) 
in R(0) < r < r^ , t = 0 (3.34e) 
Let <p(X^;r;R(t)) be the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of the 
follovdng auxiliary homogeneous eigenvalue problem for the variable cp , in 
the finite interval R(t) < r < . 
— + ^  I7 + = 0 in R(t) < r < r„ (3.35a) 
k + h (0 = 0 at r = Tq (3.35b) 
^ hr ^ dt 
u = F(r) 
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= 0 at R = R(t) (3.35c) 
With <p(X^,r;R(t)) as kernel, a finite integral transform of u(r,t) 
with respect to the space variable r , in the range R(t) < r < r^ , is 
defined as 
û(X%,t;R(t)) = J r(p(X^,r;R(t))u(r,t)dr . 
R(t) 
(3.36) 
Equation 3.36, which is generally called the finite Hszikel transformation 
(44,45), has the inverse transformation 
CO 
(^r,t) = ^ 2^ c(xj^ ;r(t)(p(x^ ,r;r(t))û(}i^ ,t;r(t)) (3.37) 
in the range R(t) < r < r^ , where 
C(yR(t)) = 1/ r y-(A^,r;R(t))dr . 
R(t) 
(3.38) 
Taking the integral transform of the differential eq,uation 3.34a by 
applying the integral 3.36 and proceeding in the same manner as that des-
scribed in the plane moving boundary case, one obtains the foUovâng 
ordinary, first order, nonlinear differential equation for u(\^,r;R(t)) 
% m y or r m 
dT = " ' F 
sep 
f, (t) + R • 
r=r. 
fr>(tl1 
r=R 
0 sep <= 
' |(t)' 
(3.39a) 
where 
26 
u 
m 
= û(X^,t;R(t)),<p^H (p(\^,r;R(t)), C(X^;R(t)), and R h R(t). It is to 
is to be replaced with - ^  h be noted that if k = 0 , ^  k r=ro r=ro 
in 3•393' and all resialts will be applicable for this case also. 
Sxibstituting 2.27 in the boundary condition 3.3^d, one obtains the 
following ordinary differential equation for R(t) . 
• (3-39^) 
Equations 3.39a and 3•39b form a system of ordinary differential 
equations for the unknown functions u^ and R . The initial conditions 
are given by 
r 
u 
m 
R 
0 
= f r <p F(r)dr (3.39c) 
,=0 ^(0) * 
= R(0) . (3.39d) 
t=o 
Thus, the solution to the system 3.39 used in conjunction with 3.37 gives 
the solution to the problem. 
In problems 10 through 15 in Appendix A, the final form of these equa­
tions is listed for various classes of boundary conditions including both 
one-region and two-region problems. 
3. Problems with a spherical moving boundary 
Problems with a spherical moving boundary are readily transformed into 
plane-moving-boundary problems by defining a new dependent variable U as 
U = ru . (3.40) 
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Solutions are then iminodiately obtained with the techniques discussed before. 
As an example, we consider the following spherical-moving-boundary problem. 
The problem is to find R(t) , u(r,t) satisfying 
+ I S) = IT in R(t) < r < r^ , t > 0 (3.4la) 
lî + il u = f^(t) at r = r^ , t > 0 (S.^lb) 
u = fgft) at r = R(t) , t > 0 (3.4lc) 
^  § r  ^  ^  a t r  =  R ( t )  ,  t > 0 (S.^ld) 
u = F(r) in R(0) < r < r^ , t = 0 (3.4le) 
On putting U = ru , system 3.^1 becomes 
a = 1^ in R(t) < r < r^ , t > 0 (3.42a) 
Br^ ôt - - 0 
k ^  + (h - |-)U = r^ • f^(t) at r = r^ , t > 0 (3.^2b) 
U = R(t) . fgCt) at r = R(t) , t > 0 (3.42c) 
k ^  = A.R(t).^^ + k fg(t) at r = R(t) , t > 0 (3.42à) 
U - r . F(r) in R(0) < r < r^ , t = 0.(3.42e) 
System 3.42 is a plane-moving-boundary problem similar to that discussed in 
Section B.l, Thus, using the results obtained in B.l, the solution of 
system 3.42 is 
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where (p^ = (p(X^,r;R(t) are the eigenfunctions of the auxiliary problem 
5 <p J. ,2 + X (p = 0 in R(t) < r < r^ (3.44a) 
(p = 0 
at r = r 0 
at r = R(t) 
(3.44b) 
(3.44c) 
and the sumnation in 3.43 is taken over all eigenvalues. In 3.43 is 
given by 
(3.45) 
and s Û(X^,r;R(t)) and R = R(t) are determined from the following 
system of ordinary differential equations 
% 
df = ' vi(t) + 
m 
ar 
r=r.. 
bfgft)] 
r=R 
0 ôc5 °° 
R 
(3.46a) 
^ ^ k 1 _ r " - ^ 
dt A R i=l i i ôr r=R 
- f2(t)] (3.46b) 
subject to the initial conditions 
u 
m = r r F(r)<p dr 
t=0 R(0) * 
(3.46c) 
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R I = R(0) . 
11=0 
.(3.46d) 
By changing the variable U(r,t) to u(r,t) one obtains 
u(r't) = è û o 
r m=l m m m ' (3.47) 
Thus, the solution to the system 3.^^ used in conjunction -with 3.^7 gives 
the solution to the spherical-moving-boundary problem 3.^1. 
In problems I6 through 21 in Appendix A, the final form of these 
equations is listed for various classes of boundary conditions including 
one-region and two-region problems. 
iv. TIIE PROGRESSIVE FREEZING OF A LIQUID IN FINITE regions 
The rates of solidification of liquids have been of interest to engi­
neers for a long time. The freezing problem is encountered in the manufac­
ture of ice, in the casting of metals, in the preparation of cast explosive 
loadings in ordnance plants, in the processing of frozen foods, and in other 
circumstances. The freezing problem is a typical example of a heat transfer 
problem with a moving boundary. Due to the mathematical complexity of the 
problem, there is little published work to be found on the subject. 
Neumann, as cited in Carslaw and Jaeger (3, p. 285) and in Ingersoll 
et al. (24, p. 191); obtained a particular solution for the freezing, or 
melting, in the semi-infinite region, initially at a uniform constant temp­
erature, and subject to a tençerature step-input at the boundary. Stefan, 
as cited in Carslaw and Jaeger (3, p 285) and in Ingersoll et al. (24, p. 
194), simplified this solution to the case in which the region is initially 
at the fusion temperature. The Neumann solution neglects the difference in 
phase densities but takes into account differeing thermal properties of the 
two phases. Danckwerts (ll) described solutions for a plane boundary 
similar to Neumann's but taking into account changes in volume. There are 
no closed solutions of the problem treated by Neumann for other iiTiportant 
boundary conditions such as constant flux or 'radiation', though there are 
some for various prescribed values of the surface temperature which are 
considered to be of no great physical importance (3). For problems on 
radial flow, Pekeris and Slichter (35) gave an approximate solution for ice 
formation on the outside of a cylinder when the liquid is initially at the 
freezing point. Finite difference formulations of the freezing problem 
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have been put forward by several authors. Special examples include such 
treatment as that of Crank (7, 8, g), and Murray and Landis (34). Very 
few results from these methods have as yet appeared in the literature. 
For problems of melting and freezing in finite regions, which are of 
greater physical importance, little general information is available. 
London and Seban (30) gave approximate solutions to the freezing problem of 
the slab, cylinder, and sphere. These solutions neglect the specific heats 
of the two phases and are essentially based on the quasi-steady-state 
approximation method. Longwell (31) showed that large errors may be in­
troduced by the neglect of specific heats. Recently Kolodner (26) con­
structed solutions for this class of problems in the form of nonlinear 
integro-differential equations which must be solved by numerical means. 
Due to the extreme complexity of the numerical solutions of these equations 
a direct numerical attack on the governing equations and boundary condi­
tions may be preferred. In this chapter, however, we show that using the 
integral-transform technique solutions are readily obtained which can yield 
numerical results ifith reasonable effort and with any degree of accuracy. 
Numerical results arc presented for the freezing problem in a finite slab, 
cylinder, and sphere, subject to various types of initial and boundary 
conditions. These results are also applicable to the melting case, and as 
will be seen later they may be used in the analysis of mass transfer prob­
lems \ri.th rapid chemical reactions. 
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A. Plane Moving Boundary 
1. Boundary condition of the first kind 
The region 0 < x < 2a is initially liquid at the freezing point. 
At time t = 0 the surfaces x = 0 and x = 2a are brought to some 
temperature Tq below the freezing point and held constant thereafter. The 
appropriate differential equation and associated boundary conditions may be 
written from equations 2.26 through 2.29. 
ôt 
= Tqr- in 0 < x < X(t), t > 0 (4.1a) i ^  at - -
T^ = Tq at X = 0, t > 0 (4.1b) 
T^ = at X = X(t) , t > 0 (4.1c) 
5t_ 
^ ^ at X = X(t) , t > 0 (4.Id) 
ôt 
= 0 at X = a ) t ^  0 . (4. le ) 
This problem is cast into a more convenient form by defining the following 
dimensionless variables: 
X* = x/a (4.2) 
T = Q^t/a^ (4.3) 
X*(T) = X(t)/a (4.4) 
T| = (TJ-T^)/(T^-TQ) . (4.5) 
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The problem then runs as follows: 
in 0 < X* < X* , T > 0 (4.6a) 
ô^ t| ôt-| 
T| = -1 at X* = 0 , T > 0 (4.6b) 
T| = 0 at X* = X* , T > 0 (4.6c) 
dX* 
dT 
at X* = X* , T > 0 (4.6d) 
ax* 
ÔT* 
= 0 at x^  = 1, T > 0 (4.6e) 
Using the finite integral-transform technique as described in (lII.B.l) 
while referring to problem 1 in Appendix A, the solution of this problem 
takes form 
A'^  a* 
where T^(t) and X*(t) are determined from the following system of or­
dinary differential equations 
dT* Im m % -* mjT 2m ' 
^ (4.8a) 
dT X*2 X* X* ^ 
a* 
where 
34 
l2-m2 
(4.8c) 
1 
l - 115 
and the initial conditions are given by 
1 = m 
X* =0 (U.8d) 
IT=O 
=0 • (k'8e) 
I T=0 
The functions on the right-hand side of equations ^.8a and 4.8b are 
indeterminate at X* = 0 ^ and so system 4.8 cannot be integrated numeri­
cally starting from 7 - o . However, an asymptotic solution to 4.6 for 
small T may be obtained by noticing that for small values of ? the 
thickness X* of the solid phase is thin enough so that the temperature 
profile in the solid phase is essentially of the steady-state type; i.e. 
linear. Hence, we have 
T| = ^ -l (4.9) 
and 
dX* 1 
dT " L X* 
Integrating 4.10 while making use of (4.8d) one obtains 
(4.10) 
2c (T^-T.) 
X*2 = ^ ^ T . (4.11) 
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The asymptotic solution ^iven by eq^jations h.$ and 4.11 has been derived 
and used elsewhere (24). This asymptotic solution may then be used to 
compute suitable initial conditions for system 4.8 . System 4.8 may 
then be written as follows: 
-  %  - %  -1 . 2 , 3 , . .  {k.i2.) 
X*2 X* X* 
with the initial conditions 
2e (T -I ) i 
X*| . [ . T.] (4.12c) 
I:_ = . 1) sin =1_ dx» = - (li.lZd) 
Im 
0 X*(T ) X*(TO) 
T=T 
0 
where K in equations (4.12a) and (4.12b) tends to infinity, and L* is 
given by 
= cj(t^ -tQ) ^^ *^ 3) 
and Tq is a sufficiently small initial time. The value of Tq was chosen 
in a way that always made X^(Tq) = 0.01. This value of X*(Tq) was found 
to be small enough so that the assumption of using the asynçitotic solution 
to start the solution of system 4.12 is valid. 
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A computer subroutine which solves a general system of first-order 
ordinary differential equations with given initial values was -v/ritten. 
This subroutine uses the predictor-corrector equations of R.L. Crane (4, 
6), which have a wide range of stability. The necessary backpoints are 
initially calculated mth the Runge-Kutta-Gill single step method. At 
each step the calculation procedure gives an estimate for the local trunca­
tion error; thus, the procedujre is able, without significant additional 
calculation time, to choose and change the step size. Therefore, control 
of accuracy and adjustment of step size is done automatically. 
This subroutine \ra.s used for the solution of system 4.12 . The initial 
time step was set equal to 0.05, and this was automatically adjusted during 
the whole computation by halving or doiibling so that the maximum error at 
-h 
each step remained less than 10 . Computations were done on the IBM 
V 
360/65. Details of the subroutine and a sample program are shown in 
Appendix B. 
Since only finite systems can be solved numerically the value of N 
in system 4.12 was set equal to a finite value and was allowed to increase. 
Calculations were made for N = 3,4,5,7,11,17. In all these cases the 
computations were stopped when X* reached unity. The results of these 
calculations are shoim in Figures 1 through 7. 
In Figure 1 computer results of the freezing front location as a func­
tion of time for L* = 1 are show for the indicated values of K , The 
analj'-tical solution of Stefan is also shown. These results agree 
with the exact solution within 7, 5, 3Ô, 2, 1, and 0.5 per cent for 
N = 3,4,5,7,11,17, respectively. Execution time on the computer ranged from 
4 to 6 seconds for the first three values of N and was approximately 8 
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seconds for N = 7, 13 seconds for W = 11, and 20 seconds for N = 17. 
Computer runs with, larger values of N gave results which agreed even more 
closely with the exact solution. This analysis shows that the subsequent 
approximations converge quickly beginning with N = 3 and that numerical 
results can be obtained vâth any degree of accuracy. 
In Figures 2 and 3 the freezing front location is plotted versus T 
for various values of L* ranging from 0.1 to 10, The corresponding plots 
for the reciprocal of the dimensionless heat flux density k^(T^-TQ)/qa 
at the surface x - 0 are shov/n in Figures 4 and 5. In Figure 6 a sample 
set of temperature profiles for L* = 1 is shoivn. Times for complete 
freezing are shown in Figure 7. In Figures 2 through 7 the confuted values 
were obtained with 1=7, this being considered an appropriate balance 
between accuracy and execution time. The exact values from Stefan's solu­
tion are also included for coiaparison. The agreement of the computer 
results with the exact values over the wide range of values chosen for L* 
is quite good. 
2. Boundary condition of the second kind 
The region 0 < x < 2a is initially liquid at the freezing point. At 
time t = 0 the liquid is cooled by applying a constant heat flux q at 
the surfaces x = 0 and x = 2a . The appropriate differential equation 
and boundary conditions are 
ô^ t ôt^  
^ in 0 < X < X(t) , t > 0 (4.l4a) 
I 9x2 at - -
1+5 
ôt 
kj qx~ ~ 9. a.t x = 0 , t > 0 ( 4. l4b. ) 
Tj = at x = X(t) ; t > 0 (4.l4c) 
kj - PjL — at X = X(t) j t > 0 (4.l4d) 
ôt 
= 0 at x = a . t > 0 . (4.14e) ôx ' 
This problem is cast into a more convenient form by defining the following 
dimensionless variables: 
X* = x/a (4.15) 
T = o^t/a^ (4.l6) 
X*(T) = X(t)/a (4.17) 
T* = (T^-T^)/(qa/k^) . (4.l8) 
The problem then runs as follows 
= i n  0 < x* < X*(t), t > 0 (4.19a) 
2 ot — — 
ox-x-
—- = 1 a t x * = 0 ,T> 0  ( 4 . 1 9 b )  
ôx* 
T| =0 at x* = X*(t) , t > 0 (4.19c) 
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ôt* 
(4.19a) 
ôt* 
ôx* 
: = 0 at X* = 1 , T > 0 (4.19e) 
Using the finite integral-transform technique as described in (lII.B.l) 
while referring to problem 2 in Appendix A, the solution of this problem 
takes the form 
= I; (4.20) 
where T^(T) and X*(T) are determined from the following system of 
ordinary differential epilations 
dT 
(2M-L)2%2 ^ ^ 2E^ .Z_ T^.U. 
i=j. 11 im (4.21a) 
(4.21b) 
where 
i^m =< 
1 f n \m+i 1 / , \m-i 
2(m.i-l) " 2(1:5} 
1 
2(2m-iy 
m ^  i 
m = 1 
(4.21c) 
and the initial conditions are given by 
X*. = 0 
1T=O 
(4.21d) 
h7 
= 0 . (4.21e) 
r=o 
An asymptotic solution to 4.1$ for small T may be obtained in the same 
way as that described in the previous problem. The result is 
and 
T-| = X* - X* (4.22a) 
I ' I 
To start the numerical integration of system 4.21 ^ X* must be different 
from zero. This asymptotic solution may then be used to compute suitable 
initial conditions. System 4.21 may then be written as follows: 
F = 1" It (h.23b) 
with the initial conditions 
X*, = q*T (4.24) 
1t=t. 
T-L > = — [(-1)**1-1] (4.25) 
(2m-l)^ jc^  
'='o 
where N in equations 4.23a and 4.23b tends to infinity, and q* is 
iivcii by 
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and Tq is a sufficiently small initial time. 
Numerical integration of system I+.23 vra-s performed by the same 
computer subroutine used in the previous problem. In peforming the integra­
tion the initial value Tq was chosen in such a way that made X((Tq) = 0.01. 
The initial time step was set equal to 0.01, and this was automatically 
adjusted during the computation so that the maximum error at each step 
remained less than 10 The calculations were made with H = 11 which 
was found appropriate for this case. Test calculations with larger values 
of W did not produce a significant change in the results. The computa­
tions were stopped when X* reached unity. The execution time averaged 
about 12 seconds for each computer run. The numerical results are shown in 
Figures 8 through 10. 
In Figure 8 the freezing front location is plotted versus T for 
various values of the dimensionless heat flux q* . The corresponding plot 
for the surface temperature Tvt , is shown in Figure 9- Times for 
^ 1 x*=o 
complete freezing t^ = are shoim in Figure 10. 
i xr^ -=:l 
3.  Boundary condition of the third kind 
The region 0 < x < 2a is initially liq-oid at the freezing point. 
For times t > 0 heat is dissipated by convection from the boundary sur­
faces X = 0 and x = a into a surrounding at constant temperature 
T < T_ . The appropriate differential equation and boundary conditions are 
CO 1 
ô^ t ôt 
a. = ^  in 0 < X < X(t), t > 0 (4.27a) 
^ - -
oT 
k_ = h(T_-T ) at x = 0 , t > 0 (4.27b) I ÔX ^ i 00^ ' \ I / 
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Figure 10. Times of complete freezing of finite slabs initially at the 
freezing point and with constant s'orface heat flux 
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= Tf at X = X(t) , t > 0 (4.28c) 
dx 
= PjL at X = X(t) , t > 0 (4.28a) 
ôtt 
= 0 at X = a , t > 0 (4.28e) 
where h is the connective heat-transfer coefficient at the boundary 
surfaces. 
This problem is cast into a more convenient form by defining the 
following dimensionless variables: 
X* = x/a (4.29) 
T = OJT/A^ (4.30) 
X*(T) = X(t)/a . (4.31) 
T| = (T^ -T^ )/(T^ -T^ ) . (4.32) 
The problem then runs as follows : 
— in 0 < < X*(T) , T > 0 (4.33a) 
ôx^  OT 
otf 
— = Bi (Ti^ + 1) at X* = 0 , T > 0 (4.33b) 
ax* 
T| = 0 at X* = X*(T) , 7 > 0 (4.33c) 
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c (T -T ) ST* 
§- = 23 , T > 0 (4.33d) 
oT* 
^ = 0 at X* = 1, T > 0 (4.33e) 
•where 
ha 
^ kj • (4.34) 
Using the finite integral-transform technique as described in (lII.B.l) 
while referring to problem 3 in Appendix A, the solution of this problem 
takes the form 
^ = mil • %(''') • <'••35) 
where R^(T) and X*(T) are determined from the following system of 
ordinary differential equations 
dt*_ 2 
- Bi . sin X..X* + X* .Z,C,Tï.P. 
^ ^ sin 2\^X*-2 À^X* ii im 
+ v* ielcl%qi2i (^ .36a) 
where \^'s are the positive roots of 
I cot XX* = - Bi (4.36c) 
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4 \ 
C i (4.36d) 
2X.X*-8in 2X.X* 1 1 
- I'-lSr +X^)X* + oos(\-lJX*] 
1 m 1 m 
i/m 
i[— sin 2X X* - cos 2X X*] iM ù 1 ,2 in ida m ' 
m 
•^m=< 
^ [1 - COS 2A^X-] 
and the initial conditions are given by 
(4.36e) 
1 RV i RT " cos(x^ -x^ )x*] i^ m 
1 m i m 
i/m 
(4.36f) 
x*| = 0 (4.36g) 
T=0 
%n| = ° ' (^ '3^ ]:^ ) 
T=0 
An asymptotic solution to (4.33) for small T may be obtained in the 
same way as described before. The result is 
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and 
T* = (x*-X*) (4.361) 
Bi X*+l 
, c^ (r,-t ) 
i Bi X*2 + X* = Bi ^ T . (4.36j) 
To start the numerical integration of system (4.3&), X* must be dif­
ferent from zero. This asymptotic solution may then he used to compute 
suitable initial conditions. System 4.36 may then be written as follows: 
am n 
—— = - Ï» - Bi • sin X X* + = X» .Î^C.Ïï.P. 
^  ^  " s i n  2 X  X * - 2 X  X *  ^  ^  
m m 
(4.37a) 
i^ l'^ i^ îi^ lm m=l,2, ... ;w 
00 4x? 
an a,xlx,x. 
with the initial conditions 
^BiX*^| +X*, =BiLT (4.37c) 
it=to 1t=t^  
t* 
^1 , 
" & (4.37a) 
where ÏÏ in equations 4.37a and 4,3Td tends to infinity, and L* is given 
oy 
L n 
and Tq is a sufficiently small initial tiiae. 
Numerical integration of system 4.37 was performed by the same 
computer subroutine used in the previous problems. The initial value Tq 
was chosen so that ^(Tq) = 0.01 , and at each time step the \^'s were 
calculated from equation 4.36c using the Neifton-Raphson method. The 
initial time step was set equal to 0.01 and this was automatically adjusted 
during the computation so that the maximum error at each step remained less 
-4 
than 10 . The calculations were made with If = 14 which was found to be 
appropriate for this case. Test calculations with larger values of N did 
not produce a significant chejige in the results. The computations were 
stopped when X* reached unity. The computation time averaged about 20 
seconds per run. The numerical results are shown in Figures 11 through 23. 
In Figures 11 through Ip the freezing front location is plotted versus 
T for various values of Bi and L*. The corresponding plots for the 
surface temperature Tzr are shoim. in Figures l6 through 20, The effect 
i x*=o 
of Bi on the freezing front location is illustrated in Figure 21 for 
L* = 1.0, The corresponding solution for Bi = oo is also included. Times 
for complete freezing are shown in Figures 22 azid 23. 
B. Cylindrical Moving Boundary 
1. Boundary condition of the first kind 
The cylindrical region 0 < - < is initially liquid at the freezing 
point. At tim t = 0 the surface r - r^ is brought to some temperature T^ 
below the freezing point and held constant thereafter. The appropriate 
differential equation and boundary conditions are 
,r\ 
h ki 
• 0  
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TO 
1 st, ôt_ 
a^——+-~)=^ in R(t) < r < Tq , t > 0 (4.39a) 
ôr-
Tj = Tq at r = Tq , t > 0 (4.39b) 
Tj = T^ at r = R(t) , t > 0 (4.39c) 
ôtj 
kj ^ at r = R(t) , t > 0 . (4.39&) 
This problem is cast into a more convenient form by defining the following 
dimensionless variables; 
!h II t (4.40) 
T = oy-t/rg (4.41) 
R*(T) = R(t)/rQ (4.42) 
T| = (T^ -T^ )/(T^ -Tq) . (4.43) 
The problem then runs as follows: 
ô^ t?  ^ ôtî ôtî 
Zf " < r* < 1 , T > 0 (4.44a) 
T| = -l atr* = l,T>0 (4.44b) 
T* = 0 at r* = R*(T) , T > 0 (4.44c) 
de* 
dT L ôr* at r* = R*(T )  ,  T  > 0 . (4.44d) 
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Using the finite integral-transform technique as described in (lII.B.2) 
while referring to problem 10 in Appendix A, the solution of this problem 
takes the form 
-nil %('r)ko(VJo(V*) - ('••"J) 
where (T) and R^ '(T) are determined from the folloid.ng system of 
Im 
ordinary differential equations 
dT 
v^ tg  ^ (...6a, 
= ^ TR. (4.400) 
r*ljg(xi) - jg(x^ r-)] 
where A^'s are the positive roots of 
YQ(X)jQ(Hi^) - JQ(X)YQ()^) = 0 (4.46c) 
1 
(4.46d) 
where 
C, 
^^ (x.ri^ ) = yq(x. )jq(x.r-) - jq(xjyq(x.r4^ ) 
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and the initial conditions are ci'ven by 
r*. = 1 
It=o 
= °  
(4.46e) 
(4.46f) 
it=0 
As asymptotic solution to 4.44 for small t may be obtained in the same 
manner as described before. The result is 
1 
i - to aï  ^
i r* + •^ (l-r*^ ) =  ^  ^ ° 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
To start the numerical integration of system 4.46, R-* must be different 
from 1. This asymptotic solution may then be used to compute suitable 
initial conditions. System 4.46 may then bw witten as follows: 
dT 
v§(v.) 1 • " 
fe -•* rtl 2[jg(xj^ r)^ ) - jg(x^ )] ~Ii"im 
1 z'Jq(^  ^) 
r*[jg(xj^ ) - jg(\.r)^ )] 
m=l,2, 
(4,49a) 
(4.49b) 
with the initial conditions 
1 to 3* T=T 
.^ 2 
T=1 
(4.49c) 
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° {h.kSi) 
- Jo(V>^o'V*» • 
where W in equations 4.49a and 4.49b tends to infinity, and L* is 
given "by 
and Tq is a sufficiently small time. 
Numerical integration of system 4.49 was performed by the same 
predictor-corrector subroutine used in the previous problems. The initial 
value Tq was chosen so that R*(Tq) = 0.99, and at each time step the 
X^'s were calculated from equation 4.46c using the Siewton-Raphson method. 
The initial value T$ (t^ ) was commuted from equation 4.49d and G. was Ira C - ^ im 
computed at each time step from equation k.kod, using Simpson's rule. The 
initial time step \ra.s set equal to 0.01, and this was automatically 
adjusted during the computation so that the laaximm error at each step 
remained less than 10 . The calcuLations were made with K = 11 which 
was found to be appropriate. Test calculations with larger values of K 
did not produce a significant change in the results. The computations were 
stopped when H* fell do^ra to less than 0.001. The numerical results are 
sho>m in Figures 24 through 26, 
In Figures 24 and 2p the freezing front location is plotted versus T 
for various values of L*. These curves were extrapolated to R-^ = 0 in 
order to estimate the times for complete freezing. Since the computer 
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Figure 26. Times of complete freezing of cylinders initially at the 
freezing point and with constant surface temperature 
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results gave the values of R* to within 0.001 from the centre, the error 
introduced hy this extrapolation was insignificant and in most cases this 
produced an insignificant increase in T from their values at R* - 0.001, 
Times for complete freezing are shown in Figure 26. 
C. Spherical Moving Boundary 
1. Boundary condition of the first kind 
The spherical region 0 < is initially liquid at the freezing 
point. At time t = 0 the surface r = r^ ia brought to some temperature 
Tq below the freezing point and held constant thereafter. The appropriate 
differential equation and boundary conditions are 
a ( + ^  —) = — in R(t) < r < r , t > 0 (h .y la . )  
1 r ar oo — - 0 
Tj = Tq at r = rQ ; t > 0 (4.plb) 
T^ = T^ at r = R(t), t > 0 (4.pic) 
v liï = t ^  
I 3r '^1 dt at r = R(t), t > 0 , (4.51d) 
This problem is cast into a more convenient form by defining the following 
dimensionless variables: 
r-a- = r/r^ (4.52) 
T = (-.53) 
R*(T) = R(t)/rQ (4.54) 
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t'-v = (t_-tp/(t^-tq) . (4.55) 
The problem then runs as follows; 
5^?:^ ^ 5t-^ ot-iv 
+  i n r ) ^ ( t ) < r 4 t < l , t > 0  ( 4 . 5 6 a )  
T"| = -1 at r* = 1; T > 0 (4,56b) 
T= = 0 at r* = R*(T) , T > 0 (4.56c) 
dr* ""i 
at r^- = R*(T) , T > 0 . (4.56(1) 
Using the finite integral-transform method as described in (ill.3.3) 
while referring to problem lo in Appendix A, the solution of this problem 
takes the form 
where Û^(T) and R-^(T) are determined from the folloifing system of 
ordinary differential equations 
f = (^.58b) 
where 
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i 4ra 
i ^ m 
1 = m 
(4.58c) 
and. the initial conditions are given by 
R* = 1 (4.58d) 
T=0 
û - 0 . (4.58c) 
m i 
r=o 
An asymptotic solution to 4.p6 for small T may be determined in the same 
way as described in the previous problems. The result is 
" 1-r-^ r^ " 1-r^ (^-59) 
^ ^  y _ (4.60) 
To start the numerical integration of system 4.58; R* must be differ­
ent from 1. This asympototic solution may then be used to compute suitable 
initial conditions. System 4.58 may then be written as follows; 
^ = - l:#? Ï& (4.6la) 
^ ^ ^ (4.61D) dT L* R* (1-R*)^ i=l i 
with the initial conditions 
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2r-x-.3 
- (4.6lc) 
o o 
U 
m 
(4.old) 
0 
where N in equations 4.ola and 4.6ib tends to infinity, and L* is given 
and Tq is a sufficiently snail time, 
Numerical integration of system h.ol was performed by the same 
predictor-corrector subroutine used in the previous problems. The initial 
value Tq was chosen so that R*(Tq) = 0.99. The initial time step was 
set equal to O.Ol, and this was automatically adjusted during the computa-
oions so that tne maximum error at each step reraained less than 10 . 'The 
calculations were made with N = 9 which was found to be appropriate for 
this case. Test calculations with larger values of W did not produce a 
significant change in the results. The computations were stopped when R* 
fell dovm to less than 0,001, The numerical results are shown in Figures 
27 through 29. 
In Figures 2? szid 28 the freezing front location is plotted versus 
t for various values of l-x- . These curves were extrapolated to r-x- z: 0 
in order to estimate the times for complete freezing. Since the computer 
results gave the values of R* to within 0.001 from the centre, the error 
introduced by this extrapolation was insignificant and in most cases this 
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produced ail insigriificant increase in t from their values at R* = 0.001. 
Times for complete freeziiig are shown in Figure 29. 
Figure 30 shows a coiîçiarison of times for coarolete freezing of slabs, 
cylinders, and spheres initially at the freezing point and with constant 
surface temperature. 
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V. ANALYSIS OF PHASE BOUNDARY MOTION IN DIFFUSlOW-COKTROLLED 
ION EXCHANGE PROCESSES 
Recent observations on the penetration of reactants in spherical ion 
exchange particles have shovm that a sharp moving boxindary results in the 
medium through which diffusion takes place (lO). In an earlier discussion^ 
Helfferich (20) described circumstances in ion exchange processes where it 
is possible to develop a sharp moving boundary between between the eluted 
and uneluted portion of the resin lâthin an ion exchange resin bead. He 
cited the situation where a resin may have a very great preference for one 
ion over another ion. If the weakly held ion is attached to the resin and 
a solution containing the other ion is brought in contact with the resin, 
a sharp boundary will form. One example of this is a weak-acid ion ex­
changer loaded l'.âth sodium ions. This resin holds the hydrogen quite 
strongli'" and prefers it over the sodium ions. Thus, when a solution con­
taining acid comes in contact with the sodium form resin, the sodium is 
immediately replaced by the hydrogen. The concentration of unattached 
hydrogen ions is thus very low in the pores of the resin. As a hydrogen 
ion enters the resin it is "grabbed up" by the first available resin site 
loaded with sodium. This immediate removal of the ion from solution in the 
pores causes the boundary to remain sharp thro~aghout the ion exchange pro­
cess and the boundary >/ill move towards the center of the resin bead. No 
experimental data was presented by Helfferich to confirm the hypothesis of 
a moving boundary. Recently, however, Dana (10) has confirmed this hypo­
thesis by observing the elution of the copper ammine complex from a 
s'ulfonatud styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer cation exchange resin with 
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sulf\iric acid. Tlie elution narked by a change in the color of the resin 
from deep blue to light yellow. As the elution process took place, a sharp 
moving color boundary developed between the eluted and the uneluted protion 
of the resin. 
Problems of similar nature may be also found, in the literature. As an 
example, Hermans (l8) considered a problem of diffusion into a medium, con­
taining a number of fixed sites on which the diffusing molecules can be 
permanently immoblized and withdraira from the diffusion process. If the 
withdrai'Tal takes place instantaneously, the problem is characterized by the 
presence of a sharp bo'undary surface separating a region in which all the 
sites are occupied from one in which none are occupied. The concentration 
of molecules free to diffuse is always zero in the region of unoccupied 
sites. The boundary surface moves through the medium as the diffusion pro­
cess supplies the molecules needed to occupy fully successive layers of 
sites. An example given by Hermans is the penetration of Cu"*"' into cellu­
lose xanthate containing bound CSg groups. The copper ions react with 
the cellulose xanthate instantaneously, one such ion reacting mth two CSg 
groups. Tlie CS^ groups are fixed in the structure of the filament, so 
that the copper ions must diffuse radially inward as the C3« is neutralized 
at the s'orface. A sharp boundary surface may be observed to penetrate to­
wards the centre of the filament as the process proceeds, since the reaction 
portion of the filament is dark broi-zn in color, while the unreacted protion 
is orange. Other examples may be found in the work of Hermans (19). 
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A. Ion Exchange Accompanied by Fast Reactions 
In this chapter a mathematical analysis of ion exchange moving-
boundary problems in spherical ion exchangers is presented. The theoretical 
treatment will be based on the following simplifying assumptions commonly 
used in theories of ion-exchange kinetics. It is assumed that the systems 
are isothermal, that the ion-exc..anger particles are spherical, uniform, 
and that the individual diffusion coefficients are constant. Furthermore, 
swelling changes of the ion-exchangers, activity-coefficient gradients, 
and the effects of electrical coupling are neglected. Also, the treatment 
remains restricted to systems in which the rates of the chemical reactions 
do not limit the exchange rates, so that the hypothesis of a moving bound-
aiy is applicable, and that diff'u.sion within the particle is the rate con­
trolling step. For simplicity, the equations will be derived for systems 
mth the ion exchanger initially containing counterions of species A only 
and solutions initially containing counterions of species 3 only^ 
Extensions to other initial conditions can in most cases be achieved without 
difficulties. 
The ion exchange process can be written in general form 
RÂ + 3 B3 -r A (5.1) 
where the symbol H represents the ion exchange resin. Vihen the solution 
containing the S ions comes in contact with the RÂ form resin, the A 
ions are immediately replaced by the 3 ions at the particle surface. 
Further conversion of the resin requires diffusion of the 3 ions across 
the outer already converted shell to the KA form core. As all B ions 
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arrivlno at the inner hoimdary of the shell are at once trapped by the first 
available reaction sites loaded with A, the boundary between core and 
shell will remain sharp while retreating, ^ fith progressing conversion, to 
the particle c ntre. Under the assumptions stated before the governing 
equation for the diffusion of the B ions across the shell may be ^ vritten 
from equation 2,7 as follows: 
R ( t ) < r < r ( ) , t > 0  ( 5 . 2 a )  
ôr 
where D is the diffusivity of the B ions through the RB region, pu 
is the mass concentration of the B ions in that region, r is the radial 
position, t is time, R(t) is the radial position ofthe reaction surface, 
and XQ is the radius of the resin bead. The initial condition for is 
immaterial, since the diffusion zone is initially of zero dimension. The 
boundary conditions are 
Pj, = p. = constant at r = r^ , t > 0 (5.2b) 
Pg = 0 at r = R(t) , t > 0 , (5 ,2c)  
The material balance at the reaction surface may be v/ritten as follows, vâth 
the aid of equation 2.17. 
Inward flow of diffusant "across" moving boundary 
bpn 
= [-(Vg. R) ' Pg(R,t) + D ^  1 (W2) 
= {-(0 - R) . 0 + D } (WR^) 
r=R 
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h ) ' q 
Rate of reaction of A ions - --^(c.^îtR) = -C. • dt A 3 A 
Rate of reaction of B ions = - « 4:rR^R 
Rate of diffusion to surface = rate of reaction: 
D = - C^R at r = R(t) , t > 0 (5.2d) 
•where C, and C„ are the molar concentrations of the A ions and the B ions A B 
respectively. 
The entire problem may be -written in terms of molar concentrations, 
since the phase density is assumed constant: 
sc ac 
D(-^ + -—)=^ in R(t) < r < r^, t > 0 (p.3a) 
Cg = Cq = constant at r = r^ , t > 0 (5.3b) 
Cg = 0 at r = R(t) , t > 0 (5.3c) 
D ^  = - C ^ ^  a t  r  =  R ( t ) , t > 0  .  (5 ; 3 c l )  
This problem is cast into a more convenient form by defining the following 
dimensionless variables: 
•JRT-X-
= ""Ao (5.^) 
7 = Dt/rg (5.5) 
R*(T) = R(t)/rQ (5.6) 
C* = - ' (5.7) 
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The problem then runs as follows: 
+ r# ar* st in R*(T) < r*< 1 , T > 0 (5.8a.) 
C* = -1 at R*- = 1 , T > 0 (5.8b) 
0 = 0 at R* = R*(T) , T > 0 (5.8c) 
dr* _ 1 sc-x-
dT ~ L* ôr* at r* = R*(T) , T > 0 ( 5 . 8 d )  
where L* is given by 
(5.9)  
In this form system 5.8 is mathematically similar to system k.^6. The 
problem thus reduces to the same form as the problem for the melting or freez­
ing of spheres initially at the fusion temperature. Figures 27, 28, and 29, 
obtained before for the freezing problem, are thus applicable to the cation 
exchange problem except that the parameter L'^ in these Figures is now 
given by equation 5.9. For the sake of completeness these results were 
reproduced in Figures 31, 32,33, and 3^ where a wider range of values for 
the parameter L* Is chosen. In Figures 31, 32 and 33 the moving boundary 
position R* is plotted versus dimensionless time T for various values 
of L*. Figure 3^ is a plot of the dimensionless total elution time 
(time required for the moving boundary to reach the centre of the resin) 
versus L*. 
N-uiribers refer to L^- = C^/ 
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B. Elution Kinetics of the Copper Ammine Conglex 
from a Cation Exchange Resin 
1. Description of the problem 
Dana (10) described some experiments and an attempted theoretical 
treatment of the exchange of the hydrogen ion for the copper ammine complex 
as is represented by the following equation 
RgCu(m_)^ + d 2 RH + a + Cu"^ . (5.10) 
In equation 5.10 the symbol R represents the ion exchange resin, symbol a 
represents the moles of hydrogen required to remove the copper ammine com­
plex from the resin. This cation exchange reaction takes place very rapidly 
so that on contacting resin beads loaded with the copper ammine complex 
with sulfuric acid, the hydrogen ions must diffuse radially inward as the 
copper ammine complex is replaced by the hydrogen ion at the surface. A 
sharp boundary surface may be observed to penetrate toward the centre of 
the resin bead as the elution process proceeds, since the reacted portion 
of the resin is yellow in color, while the unreacted portion is blue. 
Dana (10) presented data relating the boundary position v/ith time. ' 
These data were obtained by taking photographs of the beads to record the 
position of the moving color boundary during the elution process. Resin.' 
beads from O.O6 to 0.12 cm. in diameter were used for the expcrLsients. The 
acid concentration was varied from O.O5 to 5 N. and the flow rate of the 
acid solution past the resin bead was also varied. Most of the experimental 
work ^'zas carried out using Dowex HCR-M resin which is a sulfonated styrene-
divinylbenzene copolymer. The particular resin used had 8 per cent 
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divinylbenzene. For further details on the experimental procedures the 
original work of Dana (lO) should be consulted. 
The differential equation governing the diffusion of the hydrogen ions 
in the resin bead is given by the following equation 
+ § if) = EE B(t) < rg < To , t > 0 (5.11a) 
where C is the concentration of the hydrogen ion, D is the diffusion coef­
ficient, R(t) is the radial position of the moving boundary, and r^ is 
the radius of the resin bead. The initial condition of C is immaterial, 
since the diffusion zone is initially of zero dimension. The boundary condi­
tions for equation 5.11a are given by the following equations 
C = Cq = constant at r = r^ , t > 0 (5.11b) 
C = 0 at r = R(t) , t > 0 (5.11c) 
D = - Cp at r = E(t) , t > 0 (5.lid) 
where is the amount of hydrogen required for elution and beaking the com­
plex per unit volume of the resin. 
Several assumptions were made with regard to the formulation of this 
problem. It was assumed that the effects of electrical coupling are not 
important. It was also assumed that the process could be considered as an 
equimolal diffusion process. This assumption involves assuming that one 
component is diffusing into the resin bead and that an equivalent number of 
moles of a second component is moving out of the resin. This assumption did 
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not quite fit the ejqjerimental conditions since 1.22 moles of acid were re­
quired for each mole of copper and ammonium moving out of the resin. This 
assvimption also requires that the copper and ammonium ions be limped into a 
single component. 
System 5.11 may be cast into a more convenient form by defining the 
following dimensionless variables: 
r* = r/rg (5.12) 
T = Dt/rg (5.13) 
R*(T) = R(T)/RQ (5.14) 
C* = - C/Cq . (5.15) 
System 5.11 then takes the same form as system 5.8 where L* in this case 
is given by 
l* = cp/co . (5.16) 
Results from Figures 31j 32,33; aJ^d 3^ may then be used to analyze the experi­
mental data of Dana (lO). 
2. Analysis of data 
Dana (10) presented data on the time required for the moving boundary 
to reach the centre of the resin; that is, the total elution time t . 
To facilitate the discussion, these data along with several other quanti­
ties are reproduced in Tables 1 through 16. Table 1 through 8 contain the 
data obtained with high acid concentrations ranging from 1.97 N. to 5N. The 
sulfuric acid concentration and the acid flow rate used in each run are given 
at the bottom of each table. The third column in each of these tables gives 
the value of for individual beads. These values were calculated from 
Table 1. Data for run number lyff 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead C 
r 
meq./cc. r . in em. o' 
oo/cr 
ratio 
Total elution 
time t„ , in sec. E 
Dimens ionle s s 
L* total elution 
time T„ E 
D X 10 
sq. cm./sec. 
6 
7 
8 
0.050U0 
0.05385 
0.05530 
10.5161+ 
10.3560 
10.2886 
0.48115 
0.48861 
0.49181 
696.0 
762.0 
766.0 
2.0783 
2.0466 
2.0333 
0.437 
0.431 
0.429 
1.59 
1.64 
1.71 
a Acid normality = 5.06, Flow rate = 0.794 ml./sec. 
Table 2. Data for run 182^  
Bead Radius of bead 
number r , in cm. 
cr 
meq./cc. 
Total elution 
ratio time t„ , in sec. 
Dimensi onle s s 
L* total elution 
time Tg 
D X 103 
sq. cm./sec. 
3 0.04210 10.902 0.4579 782.0 2.1879 0.456 1.03 
h 0.04550 10.744 0,4646 842.0 2.1523 0.449 1.10 
5 0.04680 10.684 0.4673 885.0 2.1402 0.447 1.11 
^Acid normality = 4.992, Flow rate = 0.593 ml./sec. 
Table 3- Data for run number 189^ 
Bead 
nvuiiber 
Radius of bead 
r , in cm. 0 
c 
r 
meq./cc. 
Co/Cf 
ratio 
Total elution 
time t , in sec. iL 
L* 
Dimens ionles s 
total elution 
time Tg 
D X 106 
sq,. cm./sec. 
3 0.05855 10.137 0.2399 598.0 4.1684 0.791 4.54 
5 0.04155 10.928 0.2226 344.0 4.4934 0.846 4.25 
6 0.05340 10.377 0.2344 544.0 4.2668 0.808 4.24 
8 0.05555 10.277 0.2367 553.0 42257 0.801 4.47 
10 0.05605 10.254 0.2372 544.0 4.2162 0.780 4.62 
11 0.03425 11.267 0.2158 309.0 4.6330 0.870 3.30 
13 0.05490 10.307 0.2360 563.0 4.2381 0.803 4.30 
^Acid normality CQ = 2.432; Flow rate = 0.866 ml./sec. 
Table 4. Data for run ntmiber 19^^ 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead 
r^; in cm. 
C 
r 
meq./cc. 
c /c 
0' r 
ratio 
Total elution 
time tg, in sec. L* 
Dimensionless 
total elution 
time T„ £1 
D X 10^  
sq. cm./sec. 
1 0.05620 10.2467 0.1926 529.0 5.1911 0.964 5.76 
2 0.03205 11.3697 0.1736 203.0 5.7600 1.060 5.36 
3 0.03040 11.4464 0.1725 196.0 5.7989 1.066 5.03 
5 0.03550 u. 2093 0.1761 231.0 5.6787 1.046 5.71 
11 0.05505 10.3002 0.1916 505.0 5.2182 0.968 5.81 
®'Acid normality = 1.9739, Flovj rate = O.9I ml./sec. 
Table Data for run number 231^ 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead 
r^, cm. 
meq./cc. 
Oo/Cr 
ratio 
Total elution 
time t„, in sec. 
E 
L* 
Ditnens ionle s s 
total elution 
time T„ 
D X 10  ^
!;q. cm./sec. 
3 0.05090 10.4932 0.2344 526.0 4.2655 0.808 3.98 
5 0.05495 10.3048 0.2387 540.0 4.1890 0.795 4.46 
9 0.03465 11.2488 0.2187 270.0 4.5727 0.860 3.82 
10 0.03310 11.3209 0.2173 222.0 4.6020 0.865 4.27 
11 0.05215 10.4350 0.2357 546.0 4.2419 o.8o4 4.00 
13 0.03110 11.4139 0.2155 196.0 4,6398 0.871 4.30 
®'Acid normality = 2.46, Flow rate = O.166 ml./sec. 
Table 6. Data for run number 232^ 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead 
r , cm. 
o 
cr 
meq,/cc. ratio 
Total elution 
time tg, in sec. L* 
Dimensionless 
total elution 
time Tg 
D X 10^ 
sq. cm./sec. 
1 0.04820 10.6187 0.2317 370.0 4.3166 0.816 5.13 
2 0.06695 9.7468 0.2524 578.0 3.9621 0.757 5.87 
3 0.03740 11.1209 0.2212 250.0 4.5207 0.851 4.76 
k 0.04790 10.6327 0. 2314 405.0 4.3222 0.817 4.63 
5 0.03035 11.4487 0.2149 148.0 4.6540 0.873 5.44 
8 0,05445 10.3281 0.2382 490.0 4.1984 0.797 4.82 
9 0.04730 10.6606 0.2308 333.0 4.3336 0.819 5.51 
10 0.04100 10.9535 0.2246 235.0 4.4526 0.839 6.00 
^Acld normality Cq = 2.46, Flow rate = 1.97 ml./sec. 
Table 7- Data for run number '251®" 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead 
fo' cm. ^r meq./cc. ratio 
Total elution 
time tg, in sec. L* 
Dimensionless 
total elution 
time Tg 
D X 10^ 
sq. cm./sec. 
1 0.04700 10.6745 0.2305 453.0 4.3392 0.820 4.00 
3 0.05875 10.1281 0.2429 672.0 4.1171 0.783 4.02 
k 0.04324 10.8493 0.2267 398.0 4.4103 0.832 3.91 
5 0.02890 11.5162 0.2136 294.0 4.6814 0.878 2.49 
6 0.03943 11.0242 0.2232 316.0 4.4814 0.844 4.16 
7 0.04441 10.7949 0.2279 392.0 4.3882 0.829 4.17 
8 0.02679 11.6143 0.2118 169.0 4.7213 0.885 3.76 
9 0.03078 11.4287 0.2153 214.0 4.6458 0.872 3.86 
12 0.02867 11.5268 0.2134 207.0 4.6857 0.879 3.49 
13 0.04512 10.7619 0.2286 433.0 4.3748 0.826 3.89 
^Acid normality Cg = 2.U6^ Flow rate =0.0 ml./sec. 
Table 8. Data for run number 276^ 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead 
cm. 
Cr 
meq./cc. 
<=oK 
ratio 
Total elution 
time tg, in sec. L* 
Dimensionless 
total elution 
time E 
D X 10^ 
sq, cm./sec. 
1 0.05540 10.2839 0.2386 581.0 4.1907 0.795 4.20 
2 0.05475 IO.31U1 0.2379 564.0 4.2030 0.797 4.24 
3 0.05610 10.25.4 0.2394 608.0 4.1774 0.793 4.11 
k 0.05865 10.1328 0.2422 612.0 4.1291 0,785 4.41 
6 0.05720 10.2002 0.2406 515.0 4.1566 0.789 5.01 
7 0.05685 10,2165 0.2402 610.0 4.1632 0.791 4.19 
8 0.05635 10,2397 0.2397 588.0 4.1727 0,792 4.28 
9 0.05680 10.2188 0. 2402 560.0 4.1641 0.791 4.56 
10 0,05820 10.1537 0.2417 553.0 4.1376 0.786 4.82 
11 0.05880 10.1258 0.2424 614.0 4,1262 0.784 4.42 
^Acid normality CQ = Flow rate = 0.973^^ ml./sec. 
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Table 9. Data for run number 19^ 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead 
r , in cm. 0 
Total elution 
time t , in sec. 
D X 105 
sq. cm./sec. 
2 0.05140 458.4 1.063 
5 0.06240 633.6 1.133 
6 0.04994 451.5 1.018 
7 0.04913 433.6 1.026 
8 0.06000 611.0 1.086 
9 0.05665 552.7 1.071 
15 0.05220 477.4 1.052 
16 0.05690 547.5 1.090 
17 0.05560 575.0 0.991 
18 0.05560 592.3 0.962 
\CID NORMALITY = O.9863, Cq/c  ^= 0.0933, If'LOW RATE = 0.950 ML./SEC., 
L* = 10.718, TG = 1.844 . 
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Table 10. Data for run number 272^ 
Bead 
ntiinber 
Radius of "bead 
r , in cm. 0 
Total elution 
time t„, in sec. 
h 
D X 105 
sq. cm./sec. 
3 0.03850 326.0 1.627 
k 0.04150 317.1 1.944 
5 0.02725 187.4 1.418 
6 0.05225 534.4 1.828 
7 0.04500 383.1 1.892 
8 0.03300 210.3 1.853 
9 0.05250 518.2 1.904 
10 0.03500 310.0 1.414 
^Acid normality = O.kSkS, Cq/c^ = 0.0468, Flow rate = 0.9734 ml./sec. 
l* = 21.367, tg =3.58. 
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Table 11. Data for run number 279^ 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead 
r^, in cm. 
Total elution 
time tg, in sec. 
D X 10^ 
sq. cm./sec. 
1 0.03495 305.6 6.714 
2 0.02710 212.4 5.808 
4 0.03065 252.8 6.242 
5 0.03825 432.4 5.684 
9 0.04685 568.0 6.491 
10 0.04965 605.7 6.836 
12 0.05065 650.9 6.621 
14 0.04610 516.2 6.916 
17 0.04565 540.7 6.531 
\cid normality = 0.1028, C q/c^ = 0.0097^; Plow rate = 0.9734 ml./sec., 
L* = 102.66, Tg = 16.798. 
no 
Table 12. Data for run number 284^ 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead 
r , in cm. 
o 
Total elution 
time t , in sec. 
h 
D X 105 
sq. cm./sec. 
1 0.05500 916.5 ^.544 
2 0.05260 870.2 5.341 
3 0.05980 1099.0 5.466 
5 0.05170 870.1 5.160 
6 0.05010 78^.5 5.486 
^Acid normality = 0.1028, = 0.0097-, Flow rate - O.Ogn ml./sec., 
L* = 102.66, Tg = 798. 
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Table 13. Data for mn ntmber 287^ 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead 
r , in cm. 0 
Total elution 
time tg, in sec. 
D X 105 
sq. cm./sec. 
1 0.05680 705.4 7.683 
3 0.05095 581.9 7.494 
5 0.04830 487.1 8.045 
7 0.04077 367.5 7.598 
8 0.04951 543.5 7.576 
9 0.04684 455.7 8.087 
10 0.05775 702.8 7.971 
"Acid normality = 0.1020, Cq/C^ = 0.00974, Flow rate = 2.OI9 ml./sec., 
L* = 102.66, TG = 16.798. 
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Table lh. Data for run number 295^ 
Bead 
number 
Radiiis of bead 
r ; in cm. 0 
Total elution 
time tg, in sec. 
D X 105 
sq. cm./sec. 
1 0.04147 394.8 3.716 
2 0.04693 521.6 3.602 
h 0.05405 670.3 3.718 
5 0.05080 585.0 3.624 
7 0.03170 256.0 3.349 
8 0.04300 437.8 3.603 
9 0.03780 357.6 3.409 
10 0.02960 240.2 3.112 
\cid normality = O.2O36, Gq/C^ = O.OI93, Plow rate =0.98 ml,/sec., 
L* = 51.813, Tg = 8.53. 
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Table I5. Data for run number 297^ 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead 
r , in cm. 0 
Total elution 
time tg, in sec. 
D X 105 
sq. cm./sec. 
1 0.03543 462.0 9.006 
k 0.04272 641.1 9.435 
5 0.05700 1005.0 10.720 
7 0.05675 984.1 10.850 
8 0.04591 727.9 9.597 
9 0.05870 1014.9 11.250 
10 0.04391 699.9 9.131 
11 0.05255 979.3 9.346 
A^cid normality = O.O52I, C Q/c^  = 0,00492, Plow rate = 0,98 ml./sec,, 
l* - 203.25, tg = 33.145. 
Uh 
Table l6. Data for run number 300^ 
Bead 
number 
Radius of bead 
r^, in cm. 
Total elution 
time t , in sec. 
E 
D X 105 
sq. cm./sec. 
1 0.04860 p2i.3 1.620 
2 0.03526 393.7 1.130 
3 0.04522 510.3 1.434 
k 0.04123 453.9 1.340 
5 0.04163 453.4 1.368 
6 0.03038 309.7 1.067 
8 0.03824 458.0 1.143 
9 0.03745 437.7 1.147 
11 0,04312 473.6 1.405 
12 0.04293 491.5 1.342 
13 0.04532 495.2 1.484 
14 0.03048 336.5 0.(#8 
15 0.03427 3%.4 1.068 
1Ô 0.03326 359.7 1.101 
18 0.04073 461.7 l.z#6 
19 0.04263 478.5 1.359 
20 0.03994 455.6 1.253 
21 0.04163 475.8 1.304 
^Acid normality = 0.4946, Cq/( 
L* = 21.367, Tg = 3.58. 
Z = 0.0468, Flow rate 
r ' 
= 0.98 ml./sec.. 
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equation 19 in reference 10. This equation is given below. 
= 12.86 - 46.5 tq ' (6.17) 
In column six the values of L* for individual beads are listed. These 
values were calculated according to equation 5.16 and were used to obtain 
the dimensionless total elution time = Dt^/r^ from Figure 3^ . The 
last column is the diffusion coefficient D calculated from the T„ 
values using the following equation 
D = rg Tg/tg . (5.18) 
Tables 9 through l6 contain the data obtained with low acid concen­
trations ranging from 0.05 N. tolJS. The sulfuric acid concentration and 
the acid flow rate used in each run are given at the bottom of each table. 
Values of CQ/c^  given at the bottom of each table were taken from Table 8 
in reference 10. The reciprocal, L* , was used to determine from 
£J 
Figure 3^ for each run. These values are listed at the bottom of each table. 
The diffusion coefficients listed in the last column of these tables were 
again obtained from equation 5.18. 
In the first series of these tables C„/C was calculated for each 0' r 
bead. In the second series an average C q/c^ was used for each run, as 
reported by Dana (lO). As may be seen from these tables, there was little 
variation in the ratio Cq/c^  for individual beads in a given run. 
Average diffusion coefficients for each run were calculated from 
Tables 1 through l6 and they are listed in the last column of Table 17. 
Also listed in Table 17 are the average diffusion coefficients as reported 
by Dana (10) for the low concentration runs. 
178 
182 
189 
194 
231 
232 
261 
276 
193 
272 
279 
284 
287 
295 
297 
300 
ll6 
Average diffusion coefficients 
Acid Flow rate D x 10"^° D % 10^° 
normality ml./sec. sq. cm./sec. sq. cm./sec. 
(Dana) 
5.06 0.794 1.65 
4.992 0.593 1.08 
2.432 0.866 —— 4.24 
1.9739 0.91 5.53 
2.46 0.166 4.14 
2.46 1.97 5.27 
2.46 0.0 — 3.78 
2.454 0.9734 4.42 
0.9863 0.95 23.4 10.49 
0.4946 0.9734 21.7 17.35 
0.1028 0.9734 103.6 64.27 
0.1028 0.0911 120.6 53.99 
0.1028 2.019 113.9 77.79 
0.2036 0.98 51.2 35.17 
0.0521 0.98 327.1 99.16 
0.4946 0.98 22.5 12.69 
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Dana used the quasi-steady state method to calculate the diffusion 
coefficient. His mathematical model includ.ed both the effects of diffusion 
in the film surrounding the resin bead and diffusion within the resin bead. 
itself. The film coefficient and. the diffusion coefficient in his model 
were calculated from the data using a least square, nonlinear regression 
technique. As reported, by Dana (10), his mathematical model could not be 
applied, to the data obtained with acid concentrations greater than 1 N. 
Tl'ie diffusion coefficients resulting from Dana's analysis were considerably 
higher than would, be expected from the literature. Dana reported a dif-
fusion coefficient of the order of 10 to 10 sq. cm./sec. However, 
the diffusion coefficient reported by Incezdy (23), using the classical 
diffusion model (non-moving boundary model), is $.4 x lO'^ sq. cm./sec. 
When the classical model was used to analyze Dana's d.ata, he obtained, a 
-6 diffusion coefficient of the order of 10 . Dana then concluded, with the 
remarks: "Thus, it would appear that the difference in diffusion coeffi­
cients is due to the mathematical model used to analyze the data and not 
due to differences in the data More work is needed on the mathema­
tical solution of the moving boundary diffusion problem without making a 
steady state assumption. With a more rigrous solution it might be possible 
to better analyze and understand the high concentration data." 
It will not be the goal here to make a precise calculation of the 
diffusion coefficient, but rather to show, by mesins of the present solution, 
that the high concentration data of Dana are quite consistent with a diffu­
sion coefficient as found by others, using the classical diffusion model, 
as opposed to that which was calculated by him using the quasi-steady state 
model. 
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As shown in Table 17, the values of the diffusion coefficients obtained 
by the present solution for the high concentration runs are of the order of 
10 It should be noted that the present solution neglects the film diffu­
sion resistance and is valid only for cases where diffusion within the resin 
bead is the only rate controlling step. However, for high acid concentra­
tions and high acid flow rates the effect of the film diffusion resistance 
may be neglected since the film mass transfer coefficient for flow past 
spheres is directly proportional to both concentration and square root of 
flow rate. This assumption may be questioned with regard to the experimen­
tal conditions used by Dana since the flow rates used were not exceptionally 
high. So, the diffusion model described by system $.8 and the diffusion 
coefficients calculated therefrom may be questioned. However, it should be 
noted that the diffusion coefficients for individual beads were obtained by 
matching the experimental results with the computer solutions to that model 
at one point, namely the point corresponding to the total elution of the 
resin. With this in mind, one might expect that if the model can be matched 
with experimental results at one point by suitable choice of D, it would 
then match at all other points if the diffusion model were correct. Results 
of this matching procedure are explained below. 
The experimental measurements taken by Dana (10) for the dimensionless 
moving boundary position R* as function of time t were expressed as func­
tion of dimensionless tine T . This was done for several beads from the 
high concentration runs using the diffusion coefficients calculated from 
the present solution and listed in the last column of Tables 1 through 8. 
Computer solutions of system 5-8 for E* as function of T were also ob­
tained for individual beads using the L* value of each particular bead. 
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Some of these results are shown in Figure 35 through 43. From these 
figures, it is clear that the agreement is good. This then indicates that 
the diffusion model as expressed by system $.8 adequately describes the 
problem and the diffusion coefficients obtained from the computer solutions 
of this system are reliable. It is also of interest to notice that these 
diffusion coefficients show very little scatter and they are all of the 
-6 
order of 10 . 
When this matching procedure was used for the low concentration runs 
the agreement was not as good and became worse as the concentration 
decreased. Some of these results axe shown in Figures 44 through 48. This 
may then indicate that at low concentrations film diffusion becomes im­
portant and should be accounted for in the diffusion model. Computer solu­
tions of such a model could be also obtained with the finite-integral 
transform method as described in Chapters III and IV. 
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VI. SUMMARY 
The problem of heat and mass transfer with a moving boundary has been 
formulated in a general way, and a new method of solution has been presented. 
The method is based on the well-kno-vm integral-transform technique which 
has been used by many researchers for the solution of heat conduction prob­
lems with fixed boundaries. Application of the integral transform method 
to a moving-boundary problem removes the space variable from the partial 
differential equation and reduces the problem to a system of ordinary dif­
ferential equations which may be solved by numerical means. Systems of 
ordinary differential equations for several moving-boundary problems were 
derived. A computer subroutine for solving such systems was written and 
it was shown that numerical results may be obtained with any degree of 
accuracy. 
The method of solution developed was applied to the solution of rep­
resentative practical cases of heat and mass transfer with a moving 
bounday. In particular the method was used to obtain solutions of the 
following problems: 
1. Freezing or melting of a finite slab with constant surface 
temperature. 
2. Freezing or melting of a finite slab with constant heat flux at 
the surface. 
3. Freezing or melting of a finite slab with convection at the 
surface. 
4. Freezing or melting of a cylinder with constant surface temperature. 
5. Freezing or melting of a sphere with constant surface temperature. 
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Solutions of these problems were presented in the form of graphs suitable 
for practical calculations. These solutions may be used in other circum­
stances, for example, in problems of mass transfer with rapid chemical re­
actions or diffusion-controlled problems involving a moving boundary. 
As an example, the diffusion-controlled penetration of a reactant in a 
spherical ion exchange particle was investigated. This analysis was 
applied to determine the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen ions in styrene-
divinylbenzene copolymer cation exchange resin. Values of the diffusion 
coefficient so obtained were in agreement with accepted literature values 
obtained by other methods. 
The solutions J tained in the present work are for one-dimentional 
moving-boundary problems in finite regions. However, the method of solu­
tion developed may be extended to treat problems in semi-infinite regions 
as well as problems involving more than one space variable. In conclusion, 
it is believed that the present work has presented a new and unified 
approach to the solution of heat and mass transfer problems with a moving 
boundary. 
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VII. NOMENCLATURE 
A a constant 
> 0 boundary coefficient function defined on 
a half-slab thickness 
Eu(r^) > 0 boundary coefficient function defined, on 
Bi = ha/k^ Biot number, dimensionless 
-f-C molar concentration of H ion 
molar concentration of ion A 
C_ molar concentration of ion B 
B 
Cq molar concentration in solution 
+ 
concentration in the resin in equivalents of H ion 
C* dimensionless concentration 
C(X^), coefficients defined by indicated equations inthe text 
Cj specific heat at constant pressure of medium I 
Cjj specific heat at constant pressure of medium II 
effective binary diffusion coefficient 
effective binary diffusion coefficient of component A in 
medium I 
JS effective binary diffusion coefficient of component A in 
medium II 
D diffusion coefficient of H' ions, sq. cm./sec. 
D diffusion coefficient of ion B (Eq. 5.2a,5.2d,5.3a,5.3d-,5-5) 
F function symbol 
f function symbol, field tengierature or concentration 
G function symbol 
g function symbol 
H 
h 
h 
L 
L* 
L* 
P 
q 
q 
q* 
R,R(t) 
R(0) 
R 
R*,R*(T) 
R* 
r 
r 
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function symbol 
a constant 
function symbol 
specific enthalpy of medium I (Chapter II) 
specific enthalpy of medium II (Chapter II) 
bessel function of the first kind and zero order 
derivative of with respect to its argument 
a constant 
thermal conductivity of medium I 
thermal conductivity of medium II 
latent heat 
= ^ m \ , or K latent to specific heat effect 
CiUf-iQ; 
ratiO; dimensionless (Chapter IV) 
" ' G^Cg (Chapter V) 
pressure 
function symbol 
constant surface heat flux 
= ;—34— , dimensionless surface heat flux 
moving boundary position in "r" coordinate system 
initial position of moving boundary in "r" coordinate 
system 
dR 
dt 
= R/r^ , dimensionless moving boundary position in "r*" 
coordinate system 
dR* 
~ dT 
general space coordinate (Chapter II) 
radial coordinate (Chapter III, IV, V) 
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X* = t/tq , diinensionless radial coordinate 
r general position variable in V 
r^ fixed or reference radial coordinate 
r^ radius of cylinder or sphere 
r position on or 
s I II 
S(t),S surface, or moving 'bouiidary position in "r" coordinate 
system 
S dS dt 
surface bounding medium I 
surface bounding medium II 
s^ i-th coordinate surface 
T temperature 
temperature in medium I 
temperature in medium II 
Tq surface temperature 
freezing temperature 
T ambient teînûerature 
CO 
T* dimensionless temperature 
T* dimensionless temperature in medium I 
dimensionless temperature in medium II 
t time variable 
t^ time required for complete freezing 
tg total elution time 
U a transformed dependent variable 
U function symbol 
u general intensive variable of a diffusion process 
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V homogeneous region in r-space 
magnitude of mass average velocity along "r" 
V magnitude of mass average velocity along "r" in medium I 
V magnitude of mass average velocity along "r" in medium II 
r, II 
V mass average velocity vector 
w mass fraction 
•w. _ mass fraction of component A in medium I 
A, 1 
w. mass fraction of component A in medium II 
IX 
X,X(t) moving boundary position in cartesion coordinate system 
X 
X* 
dt 
X X* = — , dimensionless position of moving boundary 
dX* 
dt 
X cartesion coordinate 
X* = — , dimensionless space coordinate 
a 
Yq bessel function of the second kind and zero order 
Yq derivative of Yq with respect to its argument 
a thermal diffusivity 
CL thermal diffusivity of medium I 
thermal diffusivity of medium II 
P-|-I~P-r 
e = — , phase density function 
*^11 
an eigenvaJ.ue 
V kinaaatic viscosity 
p mass density (total) 
mass density of medium I 
pjj mass density of medium II 
l4o 
mass density of component A 
pg mass density of component B 
Z summation symbol 
Q-t Q; t 
T = ( ) , ( ) , or (—) , dimensionless time 
,2 rg 
= (a^t^/a^) or (a-t^/r^) , dimensionless time required 
for complete freezing 
E E' 0 = Dt^/r^ , dimensionless total elution time 
(p function symbol 
eigenfunction 
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X. APPENDIX A. REDUCTION OF MOVING-BOUNDARY PROBLEMS TO 
SYSTEMS OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
As described in III, application of the integral-transform technique to 
a moving-boundary problem reduces the problem to a system of ordinary dif­
ferential equations. The solution of this system gives the solution to the 
problem. Several such systems were solved numerically in IV. Below, we 
present the final form of these systems of ordinary differential equations 
for various moving-boundary problems. Both one region and two-region 
problems, with generalized boundary conditions, are considered. 
A. Problems with a Plane Moving Boundary 
Problem 1: 
a = 1^ in 0 < X < X(t) , t > 0 2 at 8x' 
u = f^(t) at X = 0 , t > 0 
u = fp(t) at X = X(t) , t > 0 
= at X = X(t), t > 0 
u = F.(x) in 0 < X < X(0) , t = 0 
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Using the finite integral-trans form technique the solution of this 
problem takes the form 
• si. 
and the functions u^(t) and X(t) are determined from the following 
system of ordinary differential equations 
^ = -a — ^ - (-lffg(t)] - p dt X' 2 m un 
i = I 5 \ 
where 
(-1) i+HH-l 
i^-m^ 
1 
ïïîâ 
i/m 
i=m 
and the initial conditions are given by 
X = X(0) 
lt=o 
%, =J ""xToT-^W'^ 
t=0 ° 
Problem 2: 
«1^ = 1 in 0 < X < X(t) , t > 0 
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1. i = q(t) at X = 0 , t > 0 
u = f(t) at X = X(t), t > 0 
at X = X(t); t > 0 
u = F(X) in 0 < x < X(0) , t = 0 
Using the finite integral-transform technique the solution of this 
problem takes the form 
and the functions -u^(t) and X(t) are determined from the following system 
of ordinary differential equations 
= -o; + (-1)" f(t)] + (2m-l)i X,2,u,U„ 
4x^ dt 'X ^ i:l"i im 
TitVi 
1 / vDH-i 1 / vm-i 
2(m+i-l) (-1) + 2(1:57 
2(2m-l) 
m/i 
m=i 
and the initial conditions are given by 
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X = x(o) |t=o 
(2m-l):rx , \ 
=•' 2X(0) • F(x) ^  
lt=o ° 
Problem 3: 
a 
8^ an 
ax' 
5t in 0 < X < X(t), t > 0 
-k 1^ + h u = (i^(t) at X = 0 , t > 0 
u = fgft) at X = X(t) , t > 0 
at X = X(t) , t > 0 
u F(x) in 0 < X < X(0) , t = 0 
Using the finite integral-transform technique the solution of this 
problem takes the form 
" ( X ' t )  =  2)^x - Sin 2)^X • 
and the functions u^(t) and X(t) are determined from the following sys­
tem of ordinary differential equations 
du 
dt = -a + a[l sin \^X . f^(t) + X^fg(t)] + sin 2\^X-2A^X 
iEl^i^^im ^  Nn^iil^i^^ 
X 
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^ _ k y -
dt ~ A i=l sin 2\^X-2X^X ^i 
with the initial conditions 
where 
X, = X(0) 
t=o 
f^^'^^SIN X^(x(0)-x) • F(X) dx 
t=o 
^i ~ 2X^X-sin2X^X 
• un 
/ 
= «s. 
cos(X.-)^)X] 
ij/m 
sin 2\X - -J- cos 2)yX] i=m 
V " 
' ^i+\n 
[1 - cos(X.+^)X] T i - C0S(\.-X^)X] ' I^M 
i m 
[1 - cos 2\ X] 
m 
i=m 
and the are the positive roots of 
X cot XX = -h/k 
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Problem k: 
a 
3 u ÔU 
ÔX' 2 
in X(t) < X < L , t > 0 
u = f^(t) at X = X(t) , t > 0 
at X = X(t) ,  t  > 0  
li = ° at X = L , t > 0 
u = F(X) in X(0) < x < L , t = 0 . 
Using the finite integral-transform method the solution of this problem 
takes the form 
m=l\^^^ ' sin i??"i^-(x-X) 2(L-X) 
and the functions u^(t) and X(t) 
of ordinary differential equations 
are determined from the foUc.-ri.ng system 
(2m-l)&^ -
_ ™Q; \ « Wr  ^lii Vm 
til (L-X)' 
where (2i-l) 
2(i^- m^+ m-i) 
1 
2(2m-l} 
liim 
i=m 
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and the initial conditions are given by 
X, = X(0) |t=o 
4(0)''"' 
Problem 5: 
a àï. . ^  in X(t) < X < L , t > 0 
ax2 ~ 
u = f^(t) at X = X(t) , t > 0 
u = fgft) at X = L , t > 0 
k ^  = A ^  at X = X(t) ; t > 0 OX CLO 
U = F(X) in X(0) < X < L , t = 0 . 
Using the finite integral-transform method the solution of this problem 
takes the form 
u(x,t) ' sin j^(x-X) 
and the functions ii^(t) and X(t) are determined from the following 
system of ordinary differential eq.uations 
^ ^ \ ^ Be i iii 
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dX k 
dt A ,r\2 i=l i v.. where (L-X)' 
/ 
iZ-mZ 
_ 3^ 
"W 
i/m 
i=m 
and the initial conditions are given hy 
X, = x(o)  
lt=o 
Problem 6: 
h u âu 
3x' 2 ot 
in X(t) < X < L , t > 0 
u = f^(t) at X = X(t) , t > 0 
k + hu = fgft) at X = L , t > 0 
at X = X(t) , t > 0 
U = F(X) in x(0) < X < L, t = 0 
15^ 
Using the finite integral-transform method the solution of this 
problem takes the form 
CO 4 A. 
= m=l 2A^(L-X) - sin 2?^(L-X) ' 
and the functions ii^(t) and x(t) are determined from the following 
system of ordinary differential equations 
du^ _ , 
dF = ^ ^ 
2X^(L-Xj - sin 2À^(L-X) ^  i=l^i^i^im" i=l^i^i^im 
dX k ; ^^i -
dt ~ A i=l 2A. (1-X) - sin 2A^(L-X) i 
with the initial conditions 
X, = x(o)  
t=o 
L 
\( = J \jj(x-X(0)) . F(x)dx 
lt=o 
where 
^i " 2X^(L-X) - sin 2L(L-Xj 
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^2^(X.+\ sin(\. + ?i^)(L-X) + p-^2sin(X.-X^)(L-X)] 
^ 1 m ^ 1 m' 
iy^m 
- cos(X.+Xj(L-X) + cos(X.-X^)(L-X)] 
1 m 1 m 
sin 2X (L-X) - ^  cos 2X (L-X)] 
4X^   ^  ^m  ^\ m 
i=in 
ri 1 
^ X, 
[1 - COS(X.+X^)(L-X)] + i - COS(X.-X^)(L-X)J i/m 
1 m 1 m 
= <  
[l - cos 2X^(L-X)] 
m 
i=m 
and the are the positive roots of 
X cot X(L-X) = - h/k 
Problem 7; 
= !!I 
C\J ot 
SX^ AT 
in 0 < X < X(t) , t > 0 
in X(t) < X < L , t > 0 
\ = f^/t) at X = 0 , t > 0 
= u,. 
'2 -  X at X = X(t) = t > 0 
156 
/QV 
^1 ôF " ^ 2 ^ dt = %(t) , t > 0 
T— = 0 at X = L , t > 0 ÔX 
= F^(x) in 0 < X < X(0) , t = 0 
UG = Fgfx) in X(0) < X < L , t = 0 
Using the finite integral-transform method the solution of this prob­
lem takes the form 
CO 
^ ' 0 < :: < X(t) 
U2(x,t) = ^ . sin ig2^(x-X) , X(t) < x < L 
ana tne luncoions ^ , ana are aererminea rrom tne 
following system of ordinary differential equations 
du. 
ar = - «1 ^  V ^ r - (-')%] - r ^ lEAfm 
^^2m (2m-l)^7t^ - (2m-l)7t (2m-l) 
dt 
= - a. 
2 I^(L-X)2 2(L-X) V (L-X) ^ iEl'^Zi^im 
dX In 2% * , ,,i. 
with the initial conditions 
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X. = x(o)  
lt=o 
x(o) 
- I ÏT5T • 
lt=o ° 
= •''x(0)"° ' ^2*='''^ 
L 
^2m 
lt=o 
and ¥. and V. are the same as those in Problem 1 and Problem k 
un im 
respectively. 
Problem 8: 
ÔtL 
a, = ^  in 0 < X < X(t) , t > 0 
12^2 at - -
Su 
a„ = YT- in X(t) < X < L ; t > 0 
2 ax2 at - -
oU., 
ic :R— = q,(t) at X = 0 , t > 0 1 8x 
^ ^ ^ at X - X(t) , t > 0 
dY 
\ BT • ^2 ôF = ^ dfc = t > 0 
ou^ 
=  0  a t x  =  L , t > 0  
= F^(x) in 0 < X < X(0) , t = 0 
Ug = Fgfx) in X(0) < X < L , t = 0 
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Using the finite integral-transform method the solution of this prob­
lem takes the form 
= I • cos -^ 52^  , 0 < X < X(t) 
and the functions û^(t) , u^(t) , and X(t) are determined from the 
following system of ordinary differential equations. 
+ (2m-l) i X 
ffa» _ „ (2%-l)2,2 - , (2m-l)n (2m-l) j- " - „ 
dt " ^ 2 2m" "^2 2(L-X) ^ (L-X) i:l 2i im 
with the initial conditions 
X, = x(o) 
lt=o 
V| - .r ' 
t=0 ° 
'*1^ - a^-xiS)) 
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and U. and V. are the same as those in Problem 2 and Problem 4 im im 
respectively. 
Problem 9: 
ax" 
CL = — in 0 < X < X(t) , t > 0 
-v-^2 ot — — 
a„ = ^  in X(t) < X < L , t > 0 2 " 
ÔU 
-k^ + hu^ = f^(t) at X = 0 , t > 0 
•u^ = Ug = "0^ at X = X(t) ; t > 0 
^1 ôF " ^2 ôF "  ^ dt a-t X = x(t) , t > 0 
ÔU, 
ÔX 
o 
= 0 at X = L 
= F^(x) in 0 < X < X(0) , t = 0 
u = Fgfx) in X(0) < X < L ; t = 0 
Using the finite integral-transform method the solution of this prob­
lem takes the form 
= j£l zxl-sil 2X^X ' ° ^ 5 ^{t) 
l6o 
and the functions u^^(t) , iig^(t) , and X(t) are determined from the 
following system of ordinary differential equations. 
diL , 
V • 
2X^ 00 «> 
sin 2X^X-2}^X ^  i-l^i^i^im"*" i=l^i^li'\m 
-, «  ^ _ 
dt " A i=l sin 2X.X-2X.X \i" ^2 / sg i=l^^^"^^^2i^ 1 1 (L-X)"^ 
with the initial conditions 
X, = X(0) 
t=o 
xio) 
tum J SXii. /\ 
o 
^ (X(0) - x) . 
m 
r, t=0 
^2m| ° L- zfcio)) (x-X(O)) • fgCx'ax • 
lt=o ^ ' 
The quantities C. , P_.^ , and are the same as those in problem 3; while 
is the same as that in Problem k. The A^'s in these equations are the 
positive roots of 
X cot ÀX = - h/k^ . 
l6l 
E. Problems with a Cylindrical Moving Boundary 
Problem 10: 
in E(t) < r < r^ , t > 0 
u = f^(t) at r = r^ , t > 0 
^ - fgCt) at r = R(t) ; t > 0 
at r = R(t) , t > 0 
u = F(r) in R(0) < r < r^ , t > 0 . 
Using the finite integral-transform method the solution of this problem 
takes the form 
v . ( r  . t )  = Z_  
m=j. 5 (t) 
jq'v! - '^o'vo) 
where the \^'s are the positive roots of 
and the functions û^(t) and R(t) are determined from the following 
system of ordinary differential equations 
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du 
+ « fz't) • - 'o • • %(Vo 
Vo'V^'o' 
Jg(Vo) - •'otv : 
- s 
JE k " 
dt Â i=l R[j2(\.rQ) 
X? Jq(X.R) Jq{\^Q) 
J^(X,R)] 
with the initial conditions 
R, = R(0) 
lt=o 
\| - f ° ^  • F(r) • %(V) ^ 
lt.o 
•where 
^6(V) = - ^o(Vo) ':i(V) + '^o(Vo) YV) 
jg(XiR) 
^ 2[J2(X.R) . jg(X.rQ)] 
Gj;a = r  T ' %(v)  + V)] ' ^o( V )  ^  
R 
where 
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=o(V' = Jo(V) - ^o(V) 
<\(V = ^otVo' h'-Vl • 'o<-Vo^ ^I'V 
Problem 11: 
,0^ , 1 au\ ÔU 
+ =ât in R(t) < r < r. , t > 0 
k ^  = q(t) at r = Tq  ; t > 0 
u = f(t) at r = R(t) , t > 0 
at r = R(t) , t > 0 
u = F(r) in R(0) < r < Tg , t = 0 
Using the integral-transform method the solution of this problem takes 
the form 
• yt) . 
where 
%(V) = Jo'V - :'o(V) 
= 1 / [i 
m 
and the \^'s are the positive roots of 
Yg(%R) - JQ(MI) Y^(\rQ) = 0 
l6k 
and the functions û^(t) and R(t) are determined from the following 
system of ordinary differential equations 
du 
dT = "n ^  - f f(t)] 
X . CO 
R ^  I=L^I\^IM ^  I=L^I^I^I S^-1 ^ ^  im 
dE 2 1 k % -
dt = -^RA iSl^i^'i 
vith the initial conditions 
R| = R(0) 
t=o 
= ,r2 ^ ^ 
t=0 R{0) 
•where 
, Jo(V) ''o(V) 
b -
= •[ %(Y) 
= T' %(V) «'o<¥' ^  
R 
%(v) = - \( V) w 
16$ 
Problem 12: 
+ 5 B) = B < r < , t > 0 
k + li u = f^(t) at r = Tg , t > 0 
u = fgft) at r = R(t) , t > 0 
k|^ = A~ at r = R(t) , t > 0 
Br it ' 
u = F(r) in R(0) < r < r^ , t = 0 
Using the finite integral-transform method the solution of this 
problem taies the form 
CO 
= milVm 
where 
and the Xj^'s are the positive roots of 
[X k + h Jo(XrQ)] Y^lXa) - [X k Y^fXTg) + h YQ(XrQ)] JQ(XR) = 0 
and the functions u^(t) and R(t) are determined from the following sys­
tem of ordinary differential equations: 
l66 
nu n p 
1 • 
"" 3^(5^2+ h2) - 1 ^  ^  ^ V i=l^iVm 
§  = • 1 1 1  i = l ^ i ^ i  
with the initial conditions 
where 
R , = S(0) 
t=o 
r 
^Tn, =1° r.F(r).(p(X^r)dr 
"lt=o 
^o(V) 
v j6(vo) + ^  jo(vo) 
^o(V) + ^(V)] '^o(V) 
r 
0 
R 
"m ° i '^o'v' ''o'v 
X V  
=0<V' = ^i(V) ^o(V' - \(V) Jo(V) 
Ci(V) = Jo'V) V - ^ o(V) h''V^  
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Problem 13: 
. Su, ôu, 
-l(-> ? è 
or' 
in R(t) < r < r^ , t > 0 
a «2 ^>^2 
in 0 < r < E(t) , t > 0 
\ = ^^(t) at r = r^ , t > 0 
at r = R(t) , t > 0 
oil, ÔU 
^ aT - ^ 2 âT = ^ dt "• = t > 0 
011^ 
Br 
= 0 at r = 0 , t > 0 
= F]_(r) in R(0) < 
^^0 t = 0 
in 0 < r < 8(0) , t » 0 
Using the finite integral-transform method the solution of this prob­
lem takes the form 
- Jo'Vo' *o(V» 
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where the \^'s are the positive roots of 
and the p^'s are the positive roots of 
Jo(PR) = 0 
and the functions û^^(t) ; ûg^(t) , and R(t) are determined from the 
following system of ordinary differential equations 
dû. 
1 i 
Jo<Vo' -
dû„ 25 «> ^ 
— - - % + «2» V. "I'V) + g- « lEl ^2l"lm 
dE ^1 r V ^ ^i ^ ^2 r2 "  ^i -  -, 
- " A  1 ' : -  B [ j g ( X , r g )  .  j g ( x , B )  ^ F l = l j ^ " 2 i ]  
with the initial conditions 
R, = R(0) 
lt=o 
r 
o 
lt=o 
,®(o) 
V| = J r • FjW • Jgte^r) dr 
lt=o ° 
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where 
"m = .r Ji(V) ^ 
and are the same as those in 
Problem 10. 
Problem l4: 
0^ , . 8iL ou 
+ F B?-) = ST ^ , t > 0 
o o 311,1 ôu^ 
«2(^ + I ar) = âf in 0<r<B(t) , t>0 
BlL 
gj- = q(t) at r = Tg , t > 0 
at r = R(t) , t > 0 
ÔU, 
2 . dR 
ST - ^ 2 dt ^ t > 0 
Bu 
Tp- = 0 at r = 0 , t > 0 
in R(0) < 
^^0 
t = 0 
"2 = •'2<''> in 0 < r < .H(0) , t = 0 
Using the finite integral-transform method the solution of this prob­
lem taJtes the form 
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where 
u^{r,t) = • ;^(t) • %(\r) 
%(V) = ^o(V) ^o(V - ^ otV ^ o(V) 
<=«1 = ^ / '•o fî'-Vo> -
'X 
and the X 's are the positive roots of 
m 
Y^CW J^(XrQ) - JQ(XR) Y^(^Q) = 0 
and the p^'s are the positive roots of 
JgW) = 0 
and the functions u^^(t) , il^(t) , R(t) are determined from the follow­
ing system of ordinary differential equations 
dt = v + ^0 %(vo) l{t) - ; Ug] 
1 « lil= + V « ÂWlM 
du 2P . œ 
— = -«2^: =2. " «2» Vm " 1=1 7^ "21 "m 
tffi r 2 : „ n , ""Z r2 ° 
dt r -âiEi%i] + — i?i jrcKHT"21^ 
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•with the initial conditions 
Ej = R(0) 
t=o 
^0 
|t=o 
R(0) 
^2m| = T r . F2(r) . dr 
t=o ° 
and K. , L. , S are the same as those in Problem 11, and H. is the 
am im ' im 
same as that in Problem 15. 
Prcblez. 15 : 
°i<^ " Î ôF' - âr ^ R{t) <r < , t > 0 
3% , au 3ii 
a^ c —  +  -_)=_ inO<r< R(t) , t > 0 
^ + h = f^(t) at r = Tq  , t > 0 
11^ = 11^ = 0^ at r = R(t) , t > 0 
^^2 
. — = 0 at r = 0 , t > 0 ôr 
\ = Fi(i') in R(0) < r < Tq  , t = 0 
Ug = Fg(r) in 0 < r < R(0) , t = 0 
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Using the finite integral-transform method the solution of this prob-
lem takes the form 
where 
%(V) ' ïo'V®) JotV - Jo(V) 
and the \^'s are the positive roots of 
[X J^(\RQ) + h Jq{IXqU YQ(XR) - [\ \ ^ JQ(XR) = 0 
and the p^'s are the positive roots of 
Jo(P„i» = 0 
and il^(t) , ûg^(t) , R(t) are determined from the following system 
of ordinary differential equations 
ST- = -Ym V + 'O %(Vo) 
> 00 
+ h^) - 1 
du 2p 
— = '^an * =2 ^ ^ i-h TÏT": "21 «im 
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dR \ r 2 " p Û 1 , ^2 r2 " - n 
i=i^i •" F ill j]T^  ""21J 
•with the initial conditions 
R, = R(0) 
lt=o 
E(0) 
J r • P2(r) . jQ(B^r) ar u. 2m 
t=o 
t=o 
and M. , K. , S are the as those in Problem 12, and H.^ is the same im im im 
as that in Problem 13. 
C. Problens vdth a Spherical Moving Boundary 
Problem l6: 
„{àîï 2 |H) . |2 
ôr 2 r ôr dt 
in R(t) < r < r^ , t > 0 
u = f^(t) at r = Tq  , t > 0 
u = fgCt) at r = R(t) , t > 0 
at r = R(t), t > 0 
u = F(r) in r(0) < r < Tq  , t = 0 
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Malcing the transformation U = ru and using the finite integral-
transform method; the solution of this problem takes the form 
and the functions 0^(t) and R(t) are determined from the following 
system of ordinary differential equations 
dll 
.2-2 
= -a Û + a [R .  fg(t) -  (-if .  r^ .  f^(t)] dt {r„-K)= » V » 
1 = 35 
(rg-S)" 
with the initial conditions 
R, = R(0) 
lt=o 
'^mi " ' F(r) • sin ^ :-J^(r-R(0)) • dr 
t r r O  
5(0) •0 
and is the same as that given in Problem 
Problem 17: 
/Bn 2 oU\ ÔU 
a(—: + ^
ôr 2 r ôr' ot 
in R(t) < r < r^ , t > 0 
k g = q(t) at r = r^ ; t > 0 
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u = f(t) at r = R(t) , t > 0 
^  ^  ^  a t r  =  R ( t )  ,  t  >  0  
u = F(r) in R(0) < r < , t > 0 
Making the transformation U = ru and using the finite integral-
transform method, the solution of this problem takes the form 
= Î mSl 2X^(rp-R) hln 2^(^0-8) ' 
where the s are the positive roots of 
X cot(r -E) = ^  
rQ 
and the functions ïj^(t) and R(t) are determined from the following sys­
tem of ordinary differential equations 
dU_ ^ 
-31 = -0: ^  ^ ' ""o ' + 0= ^ 
2,\ CO CO 
2A^(rQ-R) - sin ST^lr^-Rj ^ i=l ^ i^i^im " iil^i^i^im 
dR k 1 
dt A R '-i=l 2X^(rQ-R) - sin SX^^r^-R) " ^i " 
with the initial conditions 
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R, = R(0) |t=o 
r 
Û = f ° r . F(r) • sin X (r-R(O)) • dr 
lo 
and , R^ , are the same as those in Problem 6 after replacing 
(L-X) there by (r^-R) . 
Problem l8: 
r ^ < r < ; t > 0 
k + h u = f.(t) at r = r , t > 0 ôr 1' 0 
u = fg(t) at r = R(t) , t > 0 
i" = R(t) ,t>0 
u = F(r) in R(0) < r < R(t) , t > 0 . 
Making the substitution U = ru and using the finite integral-
transform method, the solution of this problem takes the form 
CO 
" r m5l 2X^(rQ-R) - sin 2X^(rQ-R) * 
•where the \^'s are the positive roots of 
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X cot X(rQ-R) = ^  - I 
and the functions i^(t) and R(t) are determined from the following 
system of ordinary differential equations 
dU , 
dT = ^ k ' V 
- sin 2?k^(rQ-R) ^  iEl^i^i^im. " i^'l^i^i^im 
(?E k 1 
dt A R ^i=l 2\^(rQ-R) - sin 2X^(rQ-R) * ^i " 
with the initial conditions 
R, = E(0) 
lt=o 
r 
Û.. = ! r . F(r) . sin X (r-R(O)) . dr 
"lt=o (^0) 
and C. , R. , S. are the same as those in Problem 6 after replacing 1 ' im ' xti ° 
(l-X) ther by (r^-R). 
Problem 19: 
2 
ir) r at 
2 1 1 
cv
 
1 CO
 
r ôt 
°i<--r *iw'> 'w ^ < =^0 ' * ^  
in 0 < r < R(t) , t > 0 
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-u^ = f(t) at r = TQ , t > 0 
at r = R(t) , t > 0 
0"U« O'^J-p j-n 
OS 
TT— = 0 atr = 0.t>0 ôr ' 
•u^ = F^(r) in R(0) < r < , t = 0 
Ug = Fg(r) in 0 < r < R(0) , t = 0 
flaking the transformations = ru^ , = zHg and using the finite 
integral-transform method, the solution of this problem takes the form 
CO 
and the functions Û. (t) . (t) , and E(t) are determined from the Im 
follo>n.ng system of ordinary differential equations 
dU-„ 2 
ar = A 7^ 5 V + â « Wim 
^r_-Rr 0 0 
^ = -2 ^  - «2 V # ^ ill Vi. 
179 
i 4 i iii^  - V - FI f »2i-
with the initial conditions 
R. = R(0) 
lt=o 
"toi ' 
R(0) 
"2m, ={ r • PgCr) . sin ^  . dr 
t=o 
where W. and V. are the same as those in Problem 1 and Problem 5 
nja un 
respectively. 
Problem 20: 
. 2 
ôr^ 
O B'^r, OUr 
ar" 
«ï(— * v ï r ' > ' w  ^ 5 r < Tg, t > 0 
a^i-^ + I ^ In 0 < r < K(t) , t > 0 
ÔU 
"h-W " «l("t) at r = r^ , t > 0 
at r = R(t) , t > 0 
Bn-j 0*^0 ^ "p 
hW hw ^ ^ , t > 0 
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in R(0) < r < Zg t = 0 
Ug = FjCr) in 0 < r < R(0) , t = 0 
Making the transformation - ru^ , = ru^ and using the finite 
integral-transform method, the solution of this problem takes the form 
1 " 
where 
• 5j^(t) • Sin \(r-E) 
and the X^'s are the positive roots of 
X cot X(r.-R) = — 0 
and the functions Û^,^(t) , Û_ (t) , and R(t) are determined from the 
follo'vn.ng system of ordinary differential equations 
dU. 1 
2)^(rg-K) - sin 2)^(rg-s) ^  
= -2 ^  V V r & 
I8l 
_ k , « 
CK 1 1 r y 1 fr .  1 
dt " A R 2X^(rQ-E) - sin 2\^{TQ-R) ^ li" 
- r l $  
-with the initial conditions 
R, = R(0) 
it=o 
r 
= f ° r • Fn(r) • sin X (r-R(O)) • dr 
"au, = J ' 
lt=0 ° 
vhere R. and S. are the same as those in Problem 6 after replacing 
m im 
(L-X) there by (rg-R) , and is the same as that in Problem 1. 
Problem 21: 
* v è r ' ' ï r  
4âr)-âf 
in R(t) < r < , û > 0 
in 0 < r < R(t) , t > 0 
ÔU 
-^ + h = f(t) at r = r^ , t > 0 
at r = R(t) , t > 0 
182 
ou.^ eu. 
^ âT - ^ 2 âT = ^  ^  ^ ^  ° 
Br 
= 0 at r = 0 , t > 0 
in R(0) < r < r^, t = 0 
Ug = Fg(r) in 0 < r < R(0) , t = 0 
Making the transformations = ru^ , = ru^ and using the finite 
integral-transform method; the solution of this problem takes the form 
wnere 
'f mîl'^ • 
P = ^ 
m 2A^(rQ-R) - sin 2^^(rQ-R) 
and the A^'s are the positive roots of 
A. cot A.(r.-R) = i ^ 
0 ^1 
and the functions Û- (t) , Û„ (t) . and R(t) are determined from the 
un ' 2m 
following system of ordinary differential equations 
dU 
— = -°1 ^  "ta • •=! • iq • • ^0 • ^ 
183 
2\ 
m 
2X^(ro-R) - sin 2\^(rQ-H) ^  iEl^i^li^im 
ViEiWm 
dU 2m 
^2  T V f ^ iEi% 
m 2m 
dt R 
da 1 1 r y 1 fr 1 
dt - A R ^i=l 2}.^(rQ-R) - sin ^li 
k œ 
- r $ fS i ®2i-
K 
with the initial conditions 
R. = R(0) 
lt=o 
= r r . F,(r) . sin X_(r-R(0)) . dr 
t=c ' " 
R(o) 
u, 2=1 = .r dr 
t=o 
where R. and S. are the same as those in Problem 6 after replacing im im 
(L-X) there by (r^-R) , and is the same as that in Problem 1. 
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XI. • iiPPENDIX B. A PACKAGE OF FORTRAN SUBROUTINES TO SOLVE A 
SYSTEM OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
A subroutine which solves systems of first order differential equa­
tions using discrete variable methods is presented. The name of the sub­
routine is NODE. NODE implements the predictor-corrector equations of 
R. L. Crane (4,5,6), which have a wide range of stability. The necessary 
backpoints are initially calculated with the Rung-Kutta-Gill single step 
method. 
A. Usage 
The user's main program must be prefaced by the card 
INTEGER ENDNO, ERRCK, CHANGE, T 
and should call the NODE subroutine which 
CALL IfODE(VAR,H,N,X,ENDX,T,EKDNO,HRATIO, 
CÏÏANC-H, NODUM, ERRCK, 10 ) 
The argument VAR is a real array which must be dimensioned in the 
user's main program as VAR(14,N), where N is the number of differential 
equations in the system and must be given explicitly in numerical form 
according to the rules of Fortran. 
To use NODE it is also necessary to initialize the following 
variables. This may be accomplished by reading the values from cards or 
by initializing with Fortran statements in the user's main program. 
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N -
h -
t -
EHHIC 
Number of equations in the system. 
Initial stepsize (subject to automatic change as noted in 
paragraph on Method). 
Note: Use of H as a power of 2 is recommended since the 
IBM 3^0 is a binary machine. 
The number of significant digits of accuracy needed (from 1 to 5)-
0 for absolute error check. 
1 for relative error check. 
Note: Caution sho'old be used in specifying an absolute error 
check. 
0 if only good points are to be output. 
1 if all points are to be output. 
s where 0 < s < 1 if H , the stepsize, is to be reduced to 
sH. (See paragraph on Method). 
3 tc double the stepsize when possible and reduce it according 
to HBATIO when necessary, 
0 to suppress both reduction and doubling; i.e.^ do not change 
K under any condition. 
1 to allow normal doubling but suppress reduction. 
2 to allow normal reduction but suppress doubling. 
Note: If reduction is to suppressed, EMTIO should be set to 1.0. 
Initial value of the independent variable x . 
Final value of the independent variable x . 
If the endpoint EIvDX is to be hit exactly, ENDNO is the number 
of points in the interval of integration. In this case H will 
be calculated automatically, and PZRATIO should be initialized as 
.5 . If the endpoint procedure is not desired, ENDNO must be set 
to zero. 
VAE(1,I) - Initial values of the dependent variables, where I ranges from 
1 to N . 
nodum 
HBATIO -
change -
X -
ENDX -
ENDNO -
10 - Reference number of the data set in which the results are to be 
output. 
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There are six FORTRAN subroutines which are called by NODE (not by the 
user's main program). The first three listed below, COMPD, COMPY, and 
COMPT, must be m'itten by the user. 
COMPD - Computes the x-dependent parts of the derivatives and saves them 
for the COî>I?Y subroutines. 
co)ipd must then call COMPY. 
COMPY - Computes the derivatives using the previously computed x-dependent 
parts. These derivatives are then stored in VAR(8^I), 
COMPT - Ouputs the results of the computation. 
PREDI - Predicts a new point with the predictor equation of R. L. Grane 
(5.6), The mathematical model of this equation is discussed in 
the paragraph on Method. 
CORRT - Corrects the point found by PREDI, using the corrector equation of 
R. L. Crane (5,6). The computed values of the dependent variables 
are then left in VAR(l,l). 
INITA - Computes the initial backpoints required for this pair of predictor-
corrector equations. The mathematics of this procedure is dis­
cussed in the section on Method. 
Values may be carried from COMPD to COMPY by a variable or array in common 
storage. 
The user must take care not to use any of the following names as vari­
ables, since these are subroutine names; NODE, HÛTA, COIvIPD, CONPY, COI#T, 
PREDI, CORRT. 
If there are no y-dependent parts to the derivatives, the subroutine 
COMPD will compute the entire derivative, and the subroutine COMPY will con­
sist only of the cards 
SUBROUTINE COMPY(VAR) 
DDSNSION VAR(l4,l) 
RETURN 
END 
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B. Minimum Machine Configuration 
The NODE package is vnritten in Basic Fortran IV. (See page 202). When 
compiled under G-level Fortran on the IBM 360/65 it requires approximately 
5100 bytes of core storage, exclusive of array VAR and of the user coded 
subroutines, COMPD, COMPY, and COMPT. 
C. Alterations 
The three subroutines COMPD, COMPY, and COMPT are the only ones which 
the user must code for his particular system of equations. The others re­
main unchanged for most systems. However, if the user wishes to use a dif­
ferent predictor-corrector pair, he must change only the equations in 
routines PREDI and COPJRT. He may also wish to use a different single-step 
starting procedure. In this case he needs only to change subroutine IÏÏITA, 
which contains the single-step method. 
D. Method 
Starting Procedure: 
Due to Runge-Kutta-G-ill. 
Let = Xq  + h/2 
Xg = Xg + h/2 
and 
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where 
and 
^j-rl - ""j+l 
K. = hY'. 
J J 
r - = 3,.K - Û .q. , n = 0;1,2,3 
0 J J J 
( 0 ; first time 
q, ; subsequently \ 4-
•with the associated constants 
a^ = (1/2 , 1 - VI/Z , 1 + VÏ72 ; 1/6) 
bj = (1, 1 - /C/r, 1 + ^ , 1/3) 
c, = (1/2 ; 1 - -fîJT, 1 + iï[2 , 1/2) . 
The above equations are applied in turn to each equation of the system 
of differential equations. 
Predictor-Corrector Procedures: 
Predictor equation of R. L. Crane; 
^r„l = Vn + =^2^-2 * %.3 
+ + @2^A-1 + ¥i-2 * VA-3) • 
Corrector equation of R. L. Crane: 
^ ' "3^n '"s'n-l " \K-Z^ ' 
(Corrector is not iterated,) 
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The above equations have the follo\d.ng associated constants: 
«3 = 1. 547651 0^ = -.7143201 
1.867505 
"3" 
1.000000 
2.017207 4^ = .3750000 
% = 
-.697:528 .7916667 
2.002247 '^ 2 = -.2083333 
2^ = 2.031688 .0416667 
II 1.818611 
where h is the stepsize of the interval of integration. 
Error Approximations: 
The error at each point is approximated by the difference between the 
predicted value and the corrected value . The user has the 
folloiring options ; 
a. E = 1 - C^,^ , when the user specifies an absoltue error 
checli. 
P -, - C , 
n+i n-r ]_ b. E = ^ when the user specifies a relative error 
n-rl 
check. 
Included in the NODE routine is a user option to automatically change the 
stepsize (h) of integration depending upon the size of the error estimate. 
The step h is set to sh (where s is specified by the user) if E 
max 
(where is the largest value of S at a given step) is greater than 
-T 16.219658 X 10 T is the number of decimal digits of accuracy that the 
user specifies. Furthermore, the stepsize is doubled (2h) if for three 
consecutive ste'os E is less than x 10— ^ block diagram 
max 200 
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showing the various steps in the calculation procedure is shown on page I9I 
A double precision version of NODE is given on page 208. The name of 
the double precision subroutine is DÏÏODE. VJhen using DNODE, any variable 
or constant which is used in computation must be declared double precision. 
Subroutine DNODE was used to solve the systems of ordinary differential 
equations considered in Chapter IV and V. The quantities T , ERRCK, NODUM, 
CKMGH, HRATIO, EI^EiDiiD, and EKDX were set equal to 5, 1, 0, 3, 0-5, 0, and 
35 respectively. 
19-1. 
. \ODE(VAR,H,N,X,ENOXJ,:FXDXO, r :RATIO,C:- :ANGr: , \COU// ,E: '^xCK,iO) i 
CHECKl = l6 .29:9c6/ iG**T 1 
CnEC:<2 = CH:GKi/2C0.  
o, 
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NSWHF-û  
XGDU.VuU 
!X3NO:0 
ENDXO - EXD\0-|: 
(CALL CC.V.PT^ 
Xc 
:X3X:X 
;S couc.;r.Q po::; 
ccvcncc or,ù iroo. 

195 
CKA,\GH:1 
pi 
omicA 
^^XGN: = 0\GN 
n:ONa\' 
961 
197 
562 
END>>0 -ENDNO-1 
557 
I 
VAR0,U = VA3#,0 I 
VAR(3,I)  = VAR03,1) |  1 = 1-rl 
NO^ vJiV\ — 0 
Restore  cu.-r  
value:  ar .d  
de.- ivcr ives  
513 
198 
|NITA(VAR,A,S,C,H,N,X,LNDX,N0DUM,10) 
199 
O.V.PD 
200 
PxEDiy 
I  VAR(l , l )=1.54765MVAR(2, l ) - ] .2675Ci5 'VA%(3, l )  j 
j  -^2.017207*VAR(4,I)- .697352S'VAI<{5,I)  j 
I TH '  (2.002243 'V AR (9,  !  )-2.031683 ' 'VAR (l 0,1 )  
j Tl.5]26Il 'VAR(l i , l ) - .7l4320i*VAR(12, l ) )  
' • 
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(CORRT(VAR,H ,N , :RRCK ,PERR) 
?ERR: TcMPA 
T.04166667*VAR(n,|)) 
c J 
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C 
C  
C  
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE NODE 
PURPOSE 
SOLVE A SYSTEM 
EQUATIONS.  
OF  F IRST ORDER ORDINARY 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL NQDE(VAR,H,N ,X ,  ENDX,T ,ENONO,HRAT 10 ,CHANGHt  
N00UM. ,ERRCK, IG)  
DESCRIPTION 
H 
N 
VAR 
X 
ENDX -
T 
ENDNO -
HRATÎG-
CHANGH-
OF PARAMETERS 
INITIAL STEPSIZE .  
NUMBER OF  EQUATIONS IN  THE SYSTEM.  
ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF  THE DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES AND THEIR  DERIVATIVES.  INITIAL 
VALUES MUST BE PLACED IN  VAR(1 , I Î ,  WHERE 
I  VARIES  FROM 1  TO N .  AT EACH STEP ,  VALUES 
OF  DEPENDENT VARIABLES ARE PLACED IN  
VAR( l , n ,  AND THEIR  DERIVATIVES ARE PLACED 
IN  VAR(8 , I ) .  
INITIAL VALUE OF  THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE X .  
F INAL VALUE OF  THE INDEPENDENT VARILBLE X .  
NUMBER OF  S IGNIFICANT DIGITS  OF  ACCURACY 
ASKED ( 1  TO 5 ) .  
NUMBER OF  POINTS IN  INTERVAL OF  INTEGRATION 
IF  ENDPOINT ENDX IS  TO BE HIT  EXACTLY.  
OTHERWISE ENDNO MUST BE INITIALIZED TO ZERO.  
S ,  WHERE 0<S<1 ,  IF  H IS  TO BE REDUCED TO SU.  
3  TO DOUBLE STEPSIZE  H WHEN POSSIBLE AND 
REDUCE IT  ACCORDING TO HRATIO WHEN 
NECESSARY.  
0  TO SUPPRESS  BOTH DOUBLING AND REDUCTION.  
1  TO ALLOW NORMAL DOUBLING BUT SUPPRESS  
REDUCTION.  
2  TO ALLOW NORMAL REDUCTION BUT SUPPRESS  
DOUBLING.  
0  IF  ONLY GOOD POINTS ARE TO BE OUTPUT.  
1  IF  ALL POINTS ARE TO BE OUTPUT.  
0  FOR ABSOLUTE ERROR CHECK.  
1  FOR RELATIVE ERROR CHECK.  
REFERENCE NUMBER OF  DATA SET USED FOR 
OUTPUT.  
REMARKS 
ENDNO,T ,ERRCK,  AND CHANGH ARE INTEGER VARIABLES.  
THE USER 'S  MAIM PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINES COMPD,  
COMPY,AND COMPT MUST BE PREFACED BY THE CARD 
INTEGER ENDNO,T ,ERRCK,CHANGH 
NODUM 
ERRCK 
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C SUBROUTINES REQUIRED 
C N O D E  CALLS S IX  OTHER SUBROUTINES»  CCMPD,CCMPY,  
C  COMPT, INITA,PREDI  ,  AND CGRRT.  THE F IRST THREE OF  
C  THESE MUST BE WRITTEN B Y  THE USER.  
C  
C  METHOD 
C THF SOLUTION IS  O B T A I N E D  USING THE PREOICTOR-
C CORRECTOR EQUATIONS OF  R . L .  CRANE,  WHICH HAVE A 
C  WIDE RANGE OF  STABILITY.  NECESSARY BACK POINTS ARE 
C  INITIALLY CALCULATED WITH THE RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL  
C  S INGLE-STEP  METHOD.  THE CORRECTOR PROCEDURE IS  NOT 
C  ITERATED.  ACCURACY OF  THE METHOD IS  CHECKED AT 
C  EACH STEP ,  AND THE STEPSIZE  MAY BE AUTOMATICALLY 
C CHANGED ACCORDINGLY.  
C  
C  
c 
SUBROUTINE NODEtVAR,H,N ,X ,ENDX,T ,ENDNOtHRATIO,CHANGH» 
INOOUM,ERRCK,10 )  
DIMENSION VAR(14 ,50 )  ,A(4 ) ,B(4 ) tC(4 )  
INTEGER ENONO,T ,ERPCK,CHANGH 
CHECKl = 16.21966 /(10**T1 
CHECK2 =  CHECKl  /  200 .  
DO 500  1=1 ,N  
DO 500  J=2 ,14  
500  VAR(J , I )=0 .  
WRITE(3 ,5^1  )  
501  FORMATCm 
C RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL  COEFFICIENTS 
A( l )= .5  
A ( 2 ) = . 2 9 2 8 9 3 2 5 0  
A;3}=1 .7C71C7E0  
A{4)= .1666667E0  
8 ( 1 1 = 1 .  
2 ) = . 2 9 2 8 9 3 2 E 0  
B(3)=1 .7071O7EO 
B(4 )= .33333?3E0  
c  ( n  =  . 5  
C(25= .2928932EO 
C(3  )  =  1 . 707107FC 
C(4 )= .5  
IF  (ENDNO)503 ,504 ,503  
503  H=(  ENDX-X WENDNO 
HRATI0= .5  
C  P R E P A R E  FOR RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL  COMPUTATION 
504  CALL CGMPD(VAR,X)  
CALL COMPT{VAR,N,X ,10 )  
506  CALL INITA(VAR,A,B ,C ,H ,N ,X ,ENDX,NODUM,IO)  
NSWHF=1  
IF  (ENDNO)507 ,508 ,507  
507  EN0N0=ENDN0-3  
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508  M=3  
5 0 9  X = X + H  
CALL PREOT(VAR,H,N)  
CALL CCMPD(VAR,X)  
PERR=0 .  
CALL CGRRT(VAR,H,N ,ERRCK,PERR)  
CALL CGMPY(VAR)  
IF  (PERR-CHECKl  ) 517 ,517 ,535  
C 
C  N O  HALVING NECESSARY 
C 
517  NSWHF=0  
IF  (MODUM)550 ,518 ,518  
516  IF  (ENDMO)519 ,520 ,519  
519  ENDN0=ENDN0-1  
520  CALL COMPTtVAR,N,X , IC)  
IF  (ENOX-X)  560 ,560 ,521  
C 
C  IS  DOUBLING POSSIBLE 
C  
521  IF  (PERR-  CHECK2 ) 525 ,525 ,522  
522  M=3  
528  J=13  
C 
C  NO DOUBLING 
C  
C  RESET ALL POINTS TC ADVANCE ONE STEP  
C  
523  en  524  1=1 ,N  
524 VAR(J+ l , I )=VAR{J ,n  
J  =  J -1  
C DOUBLING STEP  S IZE  
C  
52  5  r -M-1  
526  IF  (M)530 ,527 ,528  
527  IF  ( lABS(CHANGH- l ) - i )  529 ,522 ,529  
529  IF  (FNDNO)530 ,531 ,530  
530  M 0 0 =  E N O N O / 2  
M G 0 =  = N D N n - M 0 0 * 2  
I F ( M O D ) 5 2 9 , 5 3 1 , 5 2 8  
531  WRITE!10 ,532 )  
532  FCRMATCOSIOX,  ' STEPSIZE  DOUBLED' )  
00  533  1=1 ,N  
VAR(2 , I )  =  VAP ( 1 , 1 )  
VAR(4 ,1 )=VAR(5 , I )  
VAR(5 ,n=VAR(7 , I )  
VAR(9 , I  )=VAR(n , I )  
VARdl  , I  )=VAR(12 , Î  )  
533  VAR(12 , I )=VAR(14 , I )  
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H=2 .*H 
IF  ( ^NOMO)534 t508 ,534  
534  ENDN0=ENDN0/2  
GO TO 508  
C  
C  REDUCING STEP  S IZE  
C 
535  IF (CHANGH- l )  517 ,517 ,537  
537  WRITF(10 ,600 )  
600  FGRMATCO' ,1CX,«STPPSIZE  REDUCED' )  
IF  (NOOUM)  5^3 ,543 ,536  
536  CGMPT(VAR,N,X , IO)  
543  IF (ENONO)  575 ,576 ,575  
575  ENONO=2*ENDNO 
576  IF (MSHHF)  538 ,540 ,538  ,  
C  REPEATED HALVING 
538  DO 539  1=1 ,N  
VARd ,  I )=VAR{5 ,  1 )  
539  V ; .R(8 , I )=VAR(12 , n  
X=X-(4 .*H)  
IF  (E \ !nN0!54q ,549 ,544  
544  ENDN0=EMDM0+6  
549  H=H*HRATIO 
GO TO 506  
540  00  541  1=1 ,N  
VARd , 1 )  =VAR{2 ,  I )  
5 4 1  VAR(3 , n =VAR(9 , I  )  
X=X-H 
GO TO 549  
C  
C  OUTPUT RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL  POINTS 
C  
550  X=X- (3 .*H)  
IF  (ENDN0)551 ,552 ,551  
551  ENDNn=ENDN0+2  
552  K=3  
DO 553  1=1 ,N  
VA R ( 6 , I ) = V A R ( l , n  
553  VAR(13 , Î )=VAR(8 , I3  
557  DO 554  1=1 ,N  
VAR(  l , n =VAP(K+l  , n  
554  VAR(8 , I )=VAR(K+8 , Î  )  
CALL CCMPT(VAR,N,X , lOJ  
IF  (ENDX-X)  560 ,500 ,562  
560  RETURN 
562  X=X+H 
K=K-1  
IF  (K)558 ,  558 ,  555  
555  IF  (=N0M0)556 ,557 ,556  
556  ENONO=ENONO-1  
GO TO 557  
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558  DC 559  1=1 ,N  
V A R d  , T  ) = V A R ( 6 , n  
559  V&R{8 , I )=VAR(13 , n  
N00UM=0 
GO TO 518  
END 
C  
C  
SUBROUTINE I  NI  TA(VAR,A,B  ,C ,H ,N ,X ,ENDX,NODUM,  I  0 )  
C  
C  OBTAIN STARTING P O I N T S  WITH RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL  METHOD 
C  
DIMENSION VAR(14 ,50 ) ,A(4 ) , 3 (4 ) ,C (4»  
C RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL  COEFFICIENTS 
C A ( l )= .5  
C A ( 2 ) = . 2 9 2 8 9 3 2 5 0  
C A{3)=1 .7071OTtO 
C A(4 )= .16Ô6667E0  
C B ( l )= l .  
C  B (2 )=A(7 )  
C  B (3 )=A(3 )  
C B (4 )= .3333333 t0  
C C ( l )= .5  
C C (2 )=A(2 )  
C  C (3  1=A(3 )  
C  C (4 )= .5  
401  DO 402  1=1 ,N  
402 VAR(6,I)=0.  
J=4  
GO TO 410  
403  DG 4C7  K=1 ,A  
00  404  I=1 ,N  
C K = H * V A R ( 8 , I )  
R = ( A ( K ) * C K ) - ( 8 ( K 1 * V A P { 6 , I ) )  
VAR{1 ,11=VAR(1 , I )+R  
4 0 4  V A R ( 6 , I ) = V A R ( 6 , I ) + ( 3 . * R 1 - ( C ( K ) * C K )  
GO TO (405 ,406 ,405 ,406 ) ,  K 
C  MEW VALUE OF  X 
405  X=X+(H/2 . )  
CALL COMPD(VAR,X)  
GO TO 407  
406  CALL CCMPY(VAR)  
407  CONTINUE 
IP  (M0DUM)410 ,412 ,411  
412  N0DUM=-1  
410  D O  408  1=1 ,N  
VAR{J+1 , I )=VAR(1 , I )  
408  VAR(  J4 -8 , I  )=VAR(  8 , 1  )  
J = J - 1  
IF  ( J )409 ,409 ,403  
409  RETURN 
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411  CALL CaMPT(VAR,N,XTÎO)  
GQ TO 410  
END 
C  
C  
SUBROUTINE PREDi  (VAR,HtN)  
C  
C  PREDICT Y-VALUE 
C  INTERVAL CHECK 
C  
DIMENSION VAR(14 ,50 )  
DO 450  1=1 ,N  
450  VAR{1 ,1  )= (  1 .  547651EC*VAR(2 ,1  ) ) - (1 .  867505E0*VAR(3 ,1  )  )  +  
1 ( 2 . 0 1 7 2 0 7 E 0 * V A R ( 4 , I ) ) - ( . 6 9 7 3 5 2 8 * V A R ( 5 , I ) ) + H * ( ( 2 . 0 0 2 2 4 8 *  
2 V A R ( 9 , n  ) - ( 2 . 0 3 1 6 8 a  = i = V A R ( 1 0 , I )  ) + (  1  . 8 1 8 6 1 1 E 0 * V A R  ( 1 1 ,  I  ) ) -
3 ( . 7 1 4 3 2 0 1 E 0 * V A R ( 1 2 , I ) ) )  
RETURN 
END 
C  
C  
SUBROUTINE CGRRKVAR ,  HtN ,  ERRCK,  PERR )  
C  
C  CORRECT Y-VALUE 
C  
DIMENSION VAR(14 ,50 )  
INTEGER ERRCK 
DO 462  !=1 ,N  
460  T c M P = V A R ( 2 , I ) + H * ( ( . 375*VAR(8 , I ) )+ ( . 79166Ô7E0-VAR(9 , I ) )  
l - ( . 2 0 8 3 3 3 3 E 0 * V A R ( 1 0 , 1 ) ) + ( . 0 4 1 6 6 6 7 E 0 * V A R ( l l , I ) ) )  
IF (ERRCK)463 ,464 ,463  
46?  IF (TEMP5  466 ,464 ,466  
466  ïF (VAK( i ,D j  467 ,464 ,467  
467  TEMPA=ABS(  (TEMP-VARd,  I  )  ) /TEMP)  
GO TO 465  
464  TEMPA=ABS(TEMP-VAR(1 , I ) )  
C  
C  F IND MAXr- ' iUM ERROR ON CORRECTED POINTS 
465  V AR(1 ,  I  )=TEV,P  
IF  (PERR-TEMPA)461 ,462 ,462  
461  PERS=TEMPA 
46?  CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C  
C  . . .  
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C 
C 
c  
c  
c  
SUBROUTINE DNODE 
PURPOSE 
USING DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC, SOLVE A SYSTEM 
OF FIRST ORDER ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH 
INITIAL CONDITIONS. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 
C 
c  
C 
C 
C 
C 
c  
C 
C 
c  
C 
C 
c  
c  
G 
c  
c 
C 
C 
C 
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL ONODE{VAR,H,N.X,ENDX,T,ENDNO,HRATIO»CHANGH, 
NODUMjERRCK,10) 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
VAR -  ARRAY CONTAINING VALUES OF THE DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES AND THEIR DEIVATIVES. INITIAL 
VALUES MUST BE PLACED IN VAR{1,1) ,  WHERE I  
VARIES FROM 1 TO N. AT EACH STEP, VALUES 
OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES ARE PLACED IN 
VAR (1,1 ) ,  AND THEIR DERIVATIVES ARE PLACED 
IN VAR(8,1) .  
H • -  INITIAL STEPSIZE. 
N -  NUMBER OF EQUATIONS IN THE SYSTEM. 
X -  INITIAL VALUE OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE X.  
• ENDX -  FINAL VALUE OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE X.  
T -  NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT DIGITS OF ACCURACY 
ASKED 
(MAXIMUM 10) 
ENDNO -  NUMBER OF POINTS IN INTERVAL OF INTEGRATION 
IF ENDPOINT ENDX IS TO BE HIT EXACTLY. 
OTHERWISE ENDNO MUST BE INITIALIZED TO ZERO 
S,  WHERE G<S<1, IF H IS TO BE REDUCED TO MKA ! 1U- O n ( 
GHANGH-  3  TO DOUBLE STEPSIZE  H WHEN POSSIBLE AND 
REDUCE IT  ACCORDING TO HRATIO WHEN 
NECESSARY.  
TO SUPPRESS  BOTH DOUBLING AND REDUCTION,  
TO ALLOW NORMAL DOUBLING BUT SUPPRESS  
REDUCTION.  
TO ALLOW NORMAL REDUCTION BUT SUPPRESS  
DOUBLING.  
IF  ONLY GOOD POINTS ARE TO BE OUTPUT.  
I -  ALL POINTS ARE TO BE OUTPUT.  
FOR ABSOLUTE ERROR CHECK.  
FOR RELATIVE ERROR CHECK.  
REFERENCE NUMBER OF DATA SET USED FOR 
OUTPUT. 
NODUM -
ERRCK -
0 
1 
10 
REMARKS 
ENDNO,T ,ERRCK,  AND CHANGH ARE INTEGER VARIABLES.  
THE USER 'S  MAIN PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINES DCOMfO,  
DCOMPY,  AND DCCMPT MUST BE PREFACED BY THE CARDS 
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C INTEGER ENDNO,T ,ERRCK,CHANGH 
C DOUBLE PRECISION VAR(14 ,N) ,X ,ENDX,H,HRATIO 
C WHERE N IS  THE NUMBER OF  EQUATIONS BEING SOLVED.  
C  IN  ADDITION,  ANY VARIABLE OR ARRAY USED TO PASS  
G VALUES FROM DCOMPD TO DCOMPY MUST BE  TYPED AS  DOUBLE 
C  PRECISION IN  THOSE ROUTINES.  
C  
C  SUBROUTINES REQUIRED 
C NODE CALLS S IX  OTHER SUBROUTINES,  DCOMPD,  DCOMPY,  
C  DCOMPT,  DINITA,DPREDI ,  AND DCORRT.  THE F IRST THREE 
C  OF  THESE MUST BE  WRITTEN BY THE USER.  
C  
C  METHOD 
C  THE SOLUTION IS  OBTAINED USING THE PREDICTOR-
C CORRECTOR EQUATIONS OF  R .L .  CRANE,  WHICH HAVE A 
C  WIDE RANGE OF  STABILITY.  NECESSARY BACK POINTS ARE 
C  INITIALLY CALCULATED WITH THE RUNGE-KUTTA-G ILL  
C  S INGLE-STEP  METHOD.  THE CORRECTOR PROCEDURE IS  NOT 
C  ITERATED.  ACCURACY OF  THE METHOD IS  CHECKED AT 
C  EACH STEP ,  AND THE STEPSIZE  MAY BE AUTOMATICALLY 
C CHANGED ACCORDINGLY.  
C  
C  
C  
SUBROUTINE CNODE(VAR,H,N ,X ,ENDX,T ,ENDNO,HRATIO,CHANGH.  
1  NODUM,ERRCK, IO)  
DOUBLE PRECISION VAR(14 ,5UA(4) ,B(4 ) ,C(4 )  ,  H ,  X ,ENDX,  
1  HRATIO 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y ,  PERR ,  AI  ,  CHECKl  ,  CH ECK2 ,  TEMP A ,  T  EMP 
INTEGER ENDNO,T ,ERRCK,CHANGH 
CHECKl  =  16 .21965C/ Î IO-^TÎ  
CHECK2 =  CHECKl  /  200 .00  
DO 500  1=1 ,N  
DO 500  J=2 ,14  
500  VAR(  J  ,  I  )  =  0 .D0  
WRITE(10 ,501  )  
501  FORMATCIM 
C PUNGE-KUTTA-GILL  COEFFICIENTS 
A( l )= .500  
A(2 )  =  , 2928932188134525  
A{3)  =  1 .707106781186547  
A(4 )  =  . 1666  666666666667  
B(1 )=1 ,D0  
B(2 )  =  . 2928932188134525  
P (3 )  =  1 . 707106781186547  
B(4 )= .3333333333333333  
C(1  )  =  . 5D0  
C(2 )  =  . 2928532188154525  
C(3 )  =  1 .707106781186547  
C(4 )= .5D0  
C INITIALIZE  
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ÏF  (EMONO)503 ,504 ,503  
C  EMDPOTNT COMPUTES H 
503  H=(ENOX-X) /ENDND 
HRATIO=c 500  
C  PREPARE FOR RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL  COMPUTATION 
504  CALL OCCMPO(VAR,X)  
CALL DCOMPT(VÂR,N,X , ÎO)  
506  CALL 0 INÏTA(VAR,ATB,CtH ,N ,X ,ENDX,NOOUM,IQ)  
NSWHF=1  
IF  (ENDN05507 ,5G8 ,507  
507  ENDN0=EN0N0-3  
50  8  M=3  
509 X=X+H 
CALL DPREDI(VAR,H,N)  
CALL DCOMPD(VAR,X)  
PERR=C.00  
CALL OCGRRT(VAR,H,N ,ERRCK,PERR)  
CALL OCOMPY(VAR)  
IF  (PERR-CHECKl  ) 517 ,517 ,535  
C 
C  NO HALVING NECESSARY 
C  
517  NSWHF=0  
IF  (NODU' / )  550 ,518 ,518  
518  IF  (ENDN0)519 ,520 ,519  
519 ENDNr|=FNCNO-i 
520 CALL DCOMPT(VAR,N,X,IO) 
IF (H*(ENOX-X) )  560 ,560 ,521  
C 
C  IS  DOUBLING POSSIBLE 
C  
521  IF  (PEkR-  CHECK2 ) 525 ,525 ,522  
522  M=3  
528  J=13  
C 
C  NO DOUBLING 
C  
523  on  524  1=1 ,N  
C 
C  RESET ALL POINTS TO ADVANCE ONE STEP  
524  VAR(J  +  1 , I }=VAR(  J , I  )  
J  =  J -1  
IF  { J )509 ,509 ,523  
C 
C  DOUBLING STEP  S IZE  
C 
525  M=M-1  
526  IP  (M)530 ,527 ,528  
527  IF  ( IABS(CHANGH- l ) - l )  529 ,522 ,529  
529  IF  (  EN!DN0)550 ,  531 ,530  
530  M00=ENDNQ/2  
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MOC= ENONO-MOO*2  
IF (M0D)528 ,531 ,528  
531  ' , ^1RITE( I0 ,532 )  
532  FORMAK'OMOXt  •  STEPSIZE  DOUBLED' )  
DO 533  1=1 iN  
V A R ( 2 , n = V A R ( l , I  )  
VAR{4 , I )=VAR(5 ,T )  
VAR(5 , T }=VAR ( 7 , n  
VAR{9 ,n -VAR(  8 ,1 )  
V^Rd l ,  I  )=VAR(12 i  I  )  
533  VAR( i2 , I )=VAR(14 , I  )  
H=2 .00*H 
ÏF (EsmNOi534,508,534 
534  ENDNO=FNOMO/2  
GO TO 508  
C  
C  REDUCING STEP  S IZE  
C 
535  IF (CHANGH- l )  517 ,517 ,537  
537  WRITE( IG ,600 )  
600  FORMATA'0 ' .  lOX,  '  STEPST7 .F  REDUCHO'  )  
IF  (NODUM)  543 ,5^3 ,536  
536  CALL DCGMPTrvAR,N,X , IO)  
543  TF(EMDMO)  575 ,576 ,575  
575  ENONO=2*ENDNO 
576  IF (MSWHF)  533 ,540 ,538  
C REPEATED HALVING 
538  DO 539  1=1 ,N  
VAR(1 , I )=VAR(5 , I )  
539 VAR(B,  n=VAR (12,  T )  
X=X-(4 .D0*H)  
IF  fENDNO)549 ,549 ,544  
544  5N0l \ !O=ENDN0+6  
549  H=H-^HRATIO 
GO TO 506  
540  DO 541  T=I ,N  
VAR(1 , I )=VAR(2 , I )  
541  VAR(8 , I )=VAR(9 , I )  
X=X-H 
GO TO 549  
C 
C  OUTPUT RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL  POINTS 
C  
550  X=X- (3 .00*H)  
IF  (ENDN0)551 ,552 ,551  
551  EN0NG=ENnN0+2  
552  K=3  
DO 553  !=1 ,N  
VAR(6 , I )=VAR(1 , I )  
553  VAR(13 , I )=VAR(8 , I )  
557  DO 554  1=1 ,N  
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VAR ( l , n =VAR(K+l  , 1 )  
554  VAR(8 ,  n =VAR(K+8 t I )  
CALL OCCKPT(VAR,N,X ,10 )  
IF (H»(ENDX-Xn 560 ,560 ,562  
560  RETURN 
562  X=X+H 
K=K-1 
IP  (K)  55S ,  5=^8 ,  555  
555  IF  (FNDN0)5b6 ,557 ,556  
556  EN0N0=ENDNG-1  
GO TO 5  57  
558  DO 559  1=1 ,N  
VAR(1 , I  )=VAP '6 ,n  
5 5 9  V A R ( 8 , I ) = V A H ( i 3 , I )  
NODUM=0 
GO TO 518  
END 
C  
c  
SUBROUTINE DPREDI(VAP,H ,N)  
C  
C  PREDICT Y-VALUE 
C  INTERVAL CHECK 
C  
DOUBLE PREC I  S I  O N  VAR(14 ,1 ) ,H  
DC 450  1=1 ,N  
450  VAR(1 ,1 )= ( i . 54765075CC00002*VAR(2 , I ) ) - ( ! . 867506000000002  
1 * V A R ( 3 , I ) ( 2 . 0 1 7 2 0 8 0 4 9 ^ 9 9 9 9 7  *  V A R ( 4 , I ) )  -  ( . 6 9 7 3 5 2 8 0 0 0  
2  *VAR(5  , 1 )  )  +  H  ( ( 2 .002247300  *  VAR(9 , I  )  )  -
3  (  2 . 0 3 1 6 8 6 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2  *  V A R ( 1 0 , i n  +  ( 1 . 8 1 8 6 1 1 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9  »  
4  V^R( l l , n )  -  (  . 7 1 4 3 2 0 0 5 0 0  *  VAR(12 , I ) ) )  
RETURN 
END 
C  
C  
SUBROUTINE DCORRT(VAR,H,N ,ERRCK,PERR)  
C  
C  CORRECT Y-VALUE 
C  
DOUBLE PRECISION VAR(14 ,1 ) ,H ,TEMP,TEMPA,PERR 
INTEGER ERRCK 
DO 462  1=1 ,N  
460  TEMP =  VAR(2 , I )+H*( ( . 375D0*VAR(8 , I ) )+ ( . 79166666666  66667  *  
1 V A R ( 9 , I ) )  -  ( . 2 0 8 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  *  V A R ( 1 0 , I ) )  +  
2( .41666666666666670-1*  VAR(11 ,1 ) ) )  
I F ( E R P C K ) 4 ' ! ) 3 , 4 6 4 , 4 6 3  
463  IF (TEMP*  466 ,464 ,466  
4 6 6  IF (VAR(1 , Ï ) )  4 6 7 , 4 6 4 , 4 6 7  
467  TEMPA=CABS(  (TEM?-VAR{  1 ,  I )  ) /TEN!P)  
GO TO 465  
464  TEMPA=OABS:TEMP-VAR(1 , I ) )  
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c  FIND MAXIMUM ERROR ON CORRECTED POINTS 
465  VARd ,  I  )=TEMP 
IF  (  PERR-TEMPA)4-61 ,462 ,462  
461  PERR=TEMPA 
462  CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C  
C  
SUBROUTINE 01  NI  TA{VAR,A,B ,C ,H ,N ,K ,ENOX,NODUM,10)  
C  
C  OBTAIN STARTING POINTS WITH RUNGE-KUTTA-GILL  METHOD 
C  
DOUBLE PRECISION VARi14 ,1 ) ,A(4 ) , 8 (4 ) ,C (4 ) ,H ,X ,ENDX,R ,CK 
401  00  402  1=1 ,N  
402  VAR(6 ,1 )=0 ,DC 
J=4  
GO TO 410  
403  DO 407  K= l ,4  
on  404  1=1 ,N  
CK=H*VAR(9 , I )  
R=(A(K)»CK1- (B(K)*VARi6 , I ) )  
VAR{l , n =VAR( l , I )+P  
4 0 4  VAR(6 , Î )=VAR{6 , I )+ (3 .D0^R) - (C(K;*CK}  
GO TO (405 ,406 ,405 ,406 ) ,  K 
C  NEW VALUE OF  X 
40  5  X=X+(H/2 .00 )  
CALL OCCMPD(VAR,X)  
GO TO 407  
406  CALL OCOMPY(VAR)  
407  CONTINUE 
I f  (N0DUM)410 ,4 l2 ,4 l l  
412  f - JGDUM=- l  
410 DO 40S 1=1,M 
VAR(  J4 -1 , I )  =  VAR(1  , 1 )  
408  VAR(J+8 ,  I  )  =  VAR(  8 r l  )  
J = J-1 
IF  ( J )409 ,409 ,403  
409 RETURN 
411 CALL OCGMPT(VAR,N,X, 10) 
GO TO 410 
END 
C  
C  
